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Chapter 1 
 

 

Introduction 
 

 

1.1 Project goal 
The work presented in this thesis is focused on two areas. First, a new type of 

nanotextured noble-metal surface has been developed. The new nanotextured 

surface is demonstrated to enhance inelastic (Raman) scattering, called surface 

enhanced Raman scattering (SERS), from molecules adsorbed on the metal surface 

due to large electromagnetic fields generated in nanoscale gaps by an external laser 

excitation source. By detecting the enhanced Raman scattered photons, the 

molecular bond information can be analyzed using methods from conventional 

Raman spectroscopy. Raman spectroscopy is very powerful analytical method in 

chemistry, biology and other scientific areas, since it provides molecular 

vibrational information, which is considered a fingerprint for a particular molecule.  

Raman spectroscopy is less commonly used compared to other analytical 

methods, such as infrared spectroscopy, due to its extremely weak signal. For 

example, a typical molecule excited with ~1 mW laser excitation will scatter ~10-6 

photons s-1 molecule-1 1, which requires a large number of molecules and long 

integration times. Over the past few decades, there has been a dramatic increase in 

                                                 
1 The photon flux [photons s-1] can be approximated as φ≈5×1015ndλPσ, where nd is the refractive 
index of the surrounding medium, λo [nm] is the excitation laser wavelength, P [W cm-2] is the 
irradiance in the spot size area As [cm2], and σ [cm2] is scattering cross-section of the molecule. For 
nd=1, λ=600 nm, P=1.3×104 W cm-2 (1 µm diameter spot size), and σ=10-29 cm2 results in φ≈10-6 
photons s-1 molecule-1. 
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the use of Raman spectroscopy in part due to SERS since it can provide huge 

Raman scattered intensity enhancements. A good SERS substrate should provide 

large and spatially uniform average Raman signal enhancements (greater than 106) 

over large areas (greater than mm2) in order to be useful as an analytical 

measurement technique. Four important aspects should be considered when 

developing a new SERS substrate: i. The first and most important is that the 

nanoscale gaps should be made from a noble metal (e.g. Ag and Au), which enables 

the use of laser sources in the visible spectrum, with gap distances less than 5 nm; 

ii. the substrate should contain a high density of nanogaps with homogeneous 

nanogap dimensions over large surface areas; iii. the geometric alignment of the 

nanogaps to the excitation laser polarization should be well-controlled in order to 

maximize the generation of the local surface plasmon; and iv. The nanogap should 

be easily accessible for molecular diffusion into the nanogap region.  

Based on the description above we have developed a general technique to 

manufacture high density nanopyramid (NPy) and nanogroove (NG) array 

templates from (100) silicon. Small pitch NPy arrays form spontaneously using 

anisotropic wet etching silicon following lithographic patterning of an etching 

mask. Sharp v-shaped nanogaps are formed between two adjacent pyramids and are 

used to couple laser excitation into a local surface plasmon. The size and density of 

these nanogaps are limited by the minimum dimensional capability of the 

nanolithography procedure and the silicon etching time, which is self-limiting. The 

silicon surfaces are then coated with a thin polycrystalline Au layer. We have 

studied the behavior of the Au NPy surfaces using a combination of the numerical 

modeling, high-resolution surface imaging (scanning electron, atomic force, and 

transmission electron microscopy), reflection spectroscopy, and Raman 

spectroscopy. Reflection spectroscopy provides information about the coupling of 

the optical laser excitation into a local surface plasmon resonance, which includes 
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the resonant coupling energy, inter-band transition effects, dielectric interface 

dependent resonant coupling energy, and polarization alignment effects. Raman 

spectroscopy allows us to probe the enhancement properties of the Au NPy surface 

and extensive studies of the enhancement behavior of the NPy surfaces using 

surface adsorbed rhodamine-6G (C28H31N2O3), pyridine (C5H5N), pyrazine (C4H4N2) 

in water and monolayers of chemisorbed benzene-thiol (C6H5SH) have been 

performed. 
 

1.2 Thesis outline 
In chapter 2, an introduction to Raman spectroscopy and surface enhanced Raman 

scattering is given as well as a brief comparison to infrared spectroscopy. The 

differences between the spectroscopic methods are described and advantages and 

disadvantages are highlighted. The local electromagnetic field generated by the 

local surface plasmon resonance at the surface of the metal nanostructure, and 

between closely spaced nanostructures, is commonly accepted to be the dominant 

enhancement mechanism of inelastically scattered photons from molecules 

adsorbed to the metal surface. Finally, a figure of merit is described, which 

highlights the important characteristics of a good SERS substrate. 

Chapter 3 describes the basic foundations of plasmonics theory and its 

relationship to SERS through a localized electromagnetic field enhancement. 

Surface plasmon polaritons and local surface plasmons on flat metal surfaces are 

introduced and compared to local surface plasmons on curved surfaces, such as 

metal nanospheres. The frequency dependent properties of the dielectric function 

of Au are described and the ideal Drude model is compared to empirical models 

that include inter-band transition effects, which are important for plasmonics. The 

metal NPy surfaces are introduced and compared to surfaces analyzed by other 

research groups. A two-dimensional numerical model of the v-shaped nanogap has 
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been developed using cross-section profiles measured from real surfaces using 

high-resolution atomic force microscopy. The two-dimensional model was 

simulated with a commercial finite difference time domain software package and 

simulation results of an Au nanogap with the appropriate dielectric function are 

presented in terms on an electromagnetic field enhancement at the excitation laser 

wavelength used for Raman spectroscopy measurements. 

In Chapter 4, the new SERS substrate fabrication technology is presented, 

which has been developed to realize new nanotextured surfaces with periodically 

self-aligned nanopyramid (NPy) and nanogroove (NG) structures with precisely 

defined pitch λg that are closely packed with 2 nm separation gaps over large areas. 

The simple self-aligned fabrication technique requires only a single lithography 

step and wet anisotropic silicon etching. Electron-beam lithography was first used 

to demonstrate the realization of tunable NPy surfaces with pitches in the range 

150≤λg≤500 nm. The NPy and NG surfaces are coated with a thin Au layer, which 

results in strong localized surface plasmon resonance with visible frequency 

excitation. The fabrication method was further improved by using laser 

interference lithography to uniformly pattern the two-dimensional NPy arrays over 

large areas (an entire 100 mm diameter silicon wafer). The NPy and NG surfaces 

have been characterized by high-resolution scanning electron microscopy and high-

resolution atomic force microscopy. The v-shaped nanogap between two adjacent 

nanoscale features is characterized with high-resolution atomic force microscopy 

and high-resolution transmission electron microscopy.  

Reflection spectroscopy is used in Chapter 5 to investigate the generation of 

local surface plasmon resonance in the v-shaped nanogaps between adjacent Au 

NPy and Au NG surfaces. Plasmonic coupling of a p-polarized white light source 

normally incident on the surface is investigated as a function of surface pitch (150 

nm≤λg≤500 nm), alignment of polarization with surface structures (0°≤θ≤180°), 
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and different dielectric materials consisting of air, deionized water and calibrated 

refractive index liquids (1.3000≤nd≤1.7200). Angle resolved reflectivity 

measurements were conducted on the Au NPy surfaces (λg=200 nm) coated with a 

thin polymer layer (nd≈1.5) as a function of incidence angle and excitation 

wavelength using spectroscopic ellipsometry. 

Chapter 6 describes the use of Raman spectroscopy to assess the performance of 

the Au NPy and Au NG surfaces developed in this thesis well known probe 

molecules to assess the magnitude and spatial uniformity of the non-resonant 

enhancement factor. First, we analyzed rhodamine-6G in aqueous solution and 

assessed the enhancement capability of the Au NPy substrates by successively 

reducing the solution concentration and estimating the number of molecules in 

single point measurements. The magnitude and spatial uniformity of the 

enhancement factor of the SERS substrate has been assessed using monolayers of 

benzene-thiol chemisorbed directly on the Au NPy surfaces. The enhancement 

factor distribution, and associated mean and standard deviation, are assessed over 

large surface areas using over 10,000 measured spectra. 

Chapter 7 presents the most recent results of single molecule detection of non-

resonant molecules on the Au NPy surfaces using the bi-analyte method, which is a 

statistical method that is used to justify single molecule SERS measurements. The 

difference between resonant and non-resonant single molecule measurements is 

presented and the importance of reducing the limit of detection of non-resonant 

molecules. The bi-analyte method is reviewed and compared to conventional single 

molecule SERS studies based on ultra-low sample concentrations of single types of 

molecules. Measurement results and data analysis procedures of Raman spectra of 

surface adsorbed pyridine and pyrazine mixtures at varying concentrations in 

aqueous solution are presented. Chapter 8 contains a summary of the research 

presented in this thesis along with future recommendations. 
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Surface enhanced Raman 
scattering/spectroscopy 

 
 
 
 
The basic principles of Raman spectroscopy are described and compared to 

infrared spectroscopy; a more commonly used spectroscopic method for chemical 

analysis. The remainder of the chapter is devoted to surface enhanced Raman 

scattering/spectroscopy (SERS), which includes a description of the 

electromagnetic and chemical enhancement effects as well as its application to 

Raman spectroscopy. 
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2.1 Raman spectroscopy  

2.1.1 Introduction 
Almost a century ago, Sir Chandrasekhara Venkata Raman and his student 

Kariamanickam Srinivasa Krishnan discovered Raman scattering in liquid using 

sunlight as a light source1. When monochromatic light of energy hνo, where h is 

Planck’s constant [6.63×10-34 J s-1] and νo [s-1] is the frequency of the light wave, 

interacts with matter, there is a small probability that it will be scattered. Scattering 

processes involve the instantaneous absorption of an incident photon and 

subsequent emission of another photon, or scattered photon. When the emitted 

photon is elastically scattered at the same frequency as the excitation source, called 

Rayleigh scattering, the incident photon and scattered photon have the same energy 

(frequency), as is shown schematically in the simplified Jablonski diagram in 

Figure 2.1. Rayleigh scattering gives us the blue color of the sky and the 

opalescence of large masses of ice. Molecular vibrations also perturb the electron 

cloud of the molecule, and there is a small finite probability that the optical and 

vibrational oscillations will interact, which results in inelastic scattering, or Raman 

scattering. 

The Raman scattering transitions are shown in Figure 2.1. The inelastically 

scattered photons that are lower in energy by an amount equal to a vibrational 

transition h(νo-ν1) are called Stokes scattered photons. Inelastically scattered 

photons higher in energy by an amount equal to vibrational transition h(νo+ν1) are 

called anti-Stokes scattered. The virtual energy states shown in Figure 2.1 are not 

true quantum states of the molecule but can be considered as temporal distortions 

of the electron cloud of the molecule caused by the oscillating electric field of the 

excitation source. Every scattering process corresponds to absorption and 

subsequent instantaneous emission of a photon via a virtual energy level, which is 
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fundamentally different than direct photon absorption that results in an electronic 

transition, as in the fluorescence process. The efficiencies of these scattering 

processes are very low. The Raman scattering process is very weak, compared to 

Rayleigh scattering, where a small fraction of the incident photons (approximately 

1 in 10 million) are inelastically scattered.2 These scattered energy differences can 

be quantified by subtracting the measured energy of the incident light from the 

 
Figure 2.1 Simplified Jablonski diagram illustrating spectroscopic transitions 
corresponding to Rayleigh scattering (hνo), and Stokes (h(νo-ν1)) and anti-Stokes 
(h(νo+ν1)) Raman scattering. The laser excitation frequency is νo. 

 

measured energy of the scattered light. The energy differences are equal to the 

difference of the vibrational and rotational energy levels of the molecule. Every 

molecule has unique vibrational and rotational energy levels, which can be used as 

a molecular fingerprint of the molecule. By collecting and analyzing Raman 

scattered photons a molecule can be identified. The technique to analyze and study 

the vibrational, rotational and other low-frequency inelastic scattered modes in a 

system is called Raman spectroscopy. In this thesis we are interested in the Stokes 

Raman inelastically scattered photons. A typical Raman spectrum consists of 
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scattered photon intensity plotted as a function of Raman shift ∆ν, as shown in 

Figure 2.2, where a Raman spectrum of a monolayer of benzene-thiol (C6H5SH, see 

inset, Figure 2.2) chemisorbed on the Au nanopyramid (NPy) surfaces developed in 

this thesis. 

 
Figure 2.2 Raman spectrum of a monolayer of benzene-thiol (C6H5SH) 
chemisorbed on an Au NPy surface with λo=632.8 nm laser excitation. The lower 
plot shows the Raman spectrum of neat benzene-thiol using the same measurement 
conditions. The Rayleigh scattered photons have been removed with an edge filter. 
The Stokes Raman frequency shift is negative and is commonly plotted as positive 
values. 
 

Each peak of the Raman spectrum corresponds to a given Raman shift relative to 

the incident light energy hνo. The Raman shift is expressed as 

 

    (2.1) 

 

where ∆ν is the Raman frequency shift expressed in wavenumbers [cm-1], λ0 [nm] 

is the excitation wavelength, and λ1 [nm] is the Raman shift wavelength. The 
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intensity IR [W] of the Raman scattered photons is proportional to the induced 

dipole  of the molecule by the excitation light source 

    (2.2) 

 

where  is the molecular polarizability tensor, which describes the responsiveness 

of the molecule and is dependent on the molecular confirmation, and  is the 

electric field of the excitation light source. Because the Raman spectra reveal the 

energy transfer between the photons and molecules during their interaction, a 

change in the molecular polarization potential or amount of deformation of the 

electron cloud with respect to the vibrational coordinate is required for a molecule 

to exhibit Raman scattering. In principle, almost all molecules are Raman active, 

which makes Raman spectroscopy a powerful spectroscopy tool for studying many 

types of matter.   

Another well-known molecular identification method, complementary to Raman 

spectroscopy, is infrared (IR) spectroscopy. IR spectroscopy exploits the fact that 

molecules absorb specific frequencies that are characteristic of their structures. The 

absorbed frequencies are related to the molecular vibration and rotation energy 

levels. The IR spectra are also expressed in wavenumbers. However, an IR-active 

molecule must be associated with changes in the permanent dipole. It is well 

known that IR spectroscopy is severely limited for applications requiring analysis 

in an aqueous environment due to the strong IR absorption of water molecules, 

which tends to be broad and masks other vibrational information. Raman 

spectroscopy can be performed in an aqueous environment due to weak inelastic 

scattering by water outside the OH stretch and HOH bending bands of the water 

molecule. In general, Raman spectroscopy can be performed with aqueous samples 

and is currently used in biological cell applications and is expected to be an 
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important technique in medical diagnostics. Since the measured intensities from 

Raman scattering is extremely weak, compared to IR absorption for IR active 

molecules, IR spectroscopy is widely used in organic chemistry for identifying 

molecular functional groups and molecules.  

 

2.1.2 Raman scattering 
Raman scattering is described classically as the polarization induced in a molecule 

by the oscillating electric field of the excitation light source. This induced electrical 

dipole then radiates scattered light, with (Raman), and without (Rayleigh) 

exchanging energy with vibrations in the molecule. The induced electric dipole 

moment  [C m] can be approximated as3  

 

     (2.3) 

 

If the molecule is vibrating with a frequency νo [s-1], the nuclear displacement q 

[m] is composed of normal modes 

 

       (2.4) 

 

where qo is the vibrational intensity and we assume that α  is a linear function of qo, 

when the molecule vibration intensity is small. For small vibrational intensities we 

can expand the polarizability using a Taylor expansion 

 

    (2.5) 
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Combining equations 2.3, 2.4 and 2.5, results in the following equation 

 

 (2.6) 

 

Assuming that the polarized electrons will radiate light at the frequency of their 

oscillations, equation 2.6 demonstrates that light will be scattered at three 

frequencies. The first term, , represents Rayleigh scattering and the 

second term corresponds to Raman scattering, where the frequency  

corresponds to anti-Stokes scattered photons and  to Stokes scattered 

photons. The observed intensity of the Raman scattering is proportional to the 

scattering cross section of the molecule σ [cm2 molecule-1], where the magnitude of 

σ is related to from equation 2.5.3 One consequence of this theory is the 

variation of Raman intensity with frequency , where  is a 

constant and j indicates a vibration mode. The  factor is derived from the 

classical treatment of scattering from an oscillating induced dipole. An alternative 

description of the measured intensity is commonly used , where Io is 

the laser intensity, D is the number density of scatterers [molecules cm-3], and dz is 

the path length of the laser in the sample4. Since most commercial spectrometers 

have as output a photon flux φR [photon s-1], then , where 

φR scales with  rather than  in the case of IR. The Raman 

scattering cross-section σ includes scattering in all directions and the measurement 

of φR requires light collection over 4π steradians. In practice, it is more convenient 
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to define the differential Raman scattering cross-section  [cm2 molecule-1 

sr-1], where  represents the solid angle of collection4.  In this case 

 

    (2.7) 

 

where k is a constant. Table 2.1 lists some commonly reported differential cross-

section values3. 

 

Table 2.1 Measured Raman cross-sections4-7 

Sample λo 
(nm) 

 

(cm2 molecule-1 sr-1, ×1030) 

Benzene liquid, 992 cm-1 647 
514.5 

10.6 
30.6 

Cyclohexane liquid, 802 cm-1 647 
514.5 

2.1 
5.2 

N2 gas, 2331 cm-1 514.5 0.43 
H2O liquid, 1595 cm-1 514.5 0.11 

Benzene, neat, 992 cm-1 514.5 28.6 
Rhodamine 6G, 1510 cm-1 632 2400 

Pyridine, 1004 cm-1 514.5 11 
Pyrazine, 1004 cm -1 514.5 16 

 

2.1.3 Raman selection rules 
In order to determine whether the molecule is Raman active or not, selection rules 

must be applied to each normal vibration. For IR absorption, the molecular 

vibration can be detected if the dipole momentum is changed during the normal 

vibration. The Raman active molecule should have polarization change during the 

normal vibration, which means that the rate of polarizability change with the 

vibration must not be zero ( ). From group theory, it is known that if a 
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molecule has a center of symmetry, like CO2 or N2, it will be IR inactive and 

Raman active.  

 

2.2 Surface enhanced Raman scattering/spectroscopy 
More than three decades ago the first observation of large Raman scattering 

enhancements, or SERS, of pyridine adsorbed from aqueous solution onto 

roughened silver electrodes was reported8 and later the enhancements were 

attributed to strong electromagnetic fields induced by laser excitation of surface 

plasmon polaritons (SPP) on nanoscale noble metal (Au, Ag and Cu) structures at 

wavelengths in the visible spectrum9. The enhanced electromagnetic field can 

transfer energy to molecules located near the surface of the nanostructures, which 

increases the magnitude of the induced molecular dipole, and therefore, the 

intensity of the inelastically scattered photons increases and greatly enhances the 

Raman scattering efficiency10,11. It is commonly accepted that the electromagnetic 

model does not account for all of the SERS effects, such as molecular resonances 

and charge-transfer transitions, which can affect inelastic scattering12, however, it 

is commonly accepted that the dominant effect causing the large scattering 

enhancement is due to an electromagnetic property of metal nanostructures13. 

Raman signal enhancements spanning several orders of magnitude, compared to 

normal Raman scattering, down to the single-molecule level have been reported14-17. 

 

2.2.1 Introduction 
The discovery of SERS has resulted in an increased application of Raman 

spectroscopy for molecular identification and detection at low sample 

concentrations, which provides a unique capability for the label-free detection and 

identification of a variety of different analytes. Using SERS for quantitative 
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chemical analysis is fundamentally dependent on the ability to fabricate metallic 

nanostructures with nanometer-scale precision while maintaining high 

reproducibility at the micrometer to millimeter scales. The SPP excitation that the 

metal surface can support is dependent on the size and geometry of the 

nanostructure, and the dielectric function of the material, which all have a profound 

effect on the overall ability of the surface to enhance the Raman scattering cross-

section of molecules adsorbed on the metal surface. 

SERS-active substrates consist of metal nanostructures with geometrically 

controlled shape, size, and spacing that are assembled in colloidal nanoparticle 

suspensions, nanoparticles on solid substrates, or lithographically patterned metal 

nanostructures on solid substrates. New methods to create nanostructured materials 

and surfaces are constantly being developed and too numerous to list here. 

Colloidal suspensions of Ag nanoparticles were found to have similar properties as 

roughened Ag electrodes18 and early work in measuring resonance Raman spectra 

from low concentrations of rhodamine-6G (R6G)19 set the stage for single molecule 

resonance Raman measurements14-17. Many different nanoparticle shapes and sizes 

have been reported20-25. Since large enhancement factors have been attributed to 

closely spaced nanoparticle dimers, or hot-spots26, molecular tethers have been 

designed to control spacing dimensions27. Although, colloidal nanoparticle 

suspensions are attractive SERS substrates, due to their preparation simplicity, they 

suffer from poor reproducibility due to a lack of control in nanoparticle dimensions, 

dimer spacing, and orientation with respect to the excitation polarization. 

Many different types of SERS solid-support substrates have been reported over 

the last three decades, such as templated colloidal crystal films, deposited metal 

island films, and lithographically defined thin films. Electrochemically roughened 

metal surfaces have been reported extensively, however, have relatively low 

Raman enhancement factors and poor enhancement reproducibility28. Bottom-up 
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colloidal self-assembly and nanofabricated templates are inexpensive 

manufacturing methods. Arrays of sphere segment nanovoids used as SERS 

electrodes have been reported29. Another templating method uses nanowires to 

form metal nanopillar films30. Despite the simplicity, most of the bottom-up 

approaches also suffer from low reproducibility of SERS activity31. 

Lithographically patterned SERS-active substrates have been reported for more 

than two decades and still constitute one of the most promising manufacturing 

methods. Nanosphere lithography has been used to fabricate two types of SERS-

active surfaces, including triangular nanoparticle arrays32 and metal film over 

nanosphere surfaces20. Gold NPy arrays with nanoscale sharpness tips have been 

reported33. Substrates fabricated with electron beam lithography have been reported 

extensively34. Other techniques include nanoimprint lithography35 and focused ion 

beam milling36. Lithographically patterned and etched microscale pyramidal pits in 

silicon coated with thin metal layers have been reported as tunable SERS-active 

substrates37; however, the number of scattering sites was limited. More recently, 

arrays of nanoscale metal-coated pyramidal pits in silicon were used for screening 

plasmonic materials38. Despite the impressive progress that has been made over the 

last three decades there is still strong demand for SERS substrates with large 

numbers of scattering sites with large Raman enhancements accompanied by high 

reproducibility and stability. 

 

2.2.2 Surface enhanced Raman scattering 
It is generally accepted that two different types of enhancement mechanisms 

dominate the SERS phenomena: an electromagnetic effect and a chemical effect13. 

The relative importance of the two effects is still being scrutinized, but it is 

commonly accepted that the electromagnetic enhancement effect is the dominant 
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factor. Assuming that the two enhancement factors are independent then the 

integrated photon flux from a SERS experiment can been estimated as39 

 

     (2.8) 

 

where Io and  are the laser intensity,  and  are the electromagnetic and 

chemical parts of the overall enhancement factor, respectively, and N is the number 

of scatterers in the probe volume39. We will concentrate on the electromagnetic 

enhancement effect for the remainder of the thesis. The electromagnetic 

enhancement is due to the amplification of the incident electric field Eo on the 

nanotextured metal surface. The electromagnetic SERS effect has been described 

as a consequence of the enhancement of both the incident electric field and the 

scattered electric field. Assuming the enhancement is independent of the absolute 

photon fluxes and polarizations, then the electromagnetic enhancement factor for a 

Stokes scattering process can be expressed as40 

 

   (2.9) 

 

where Eo and ELoc are the magnitude of the incident electric field an the total local 

electric field, respectively, that is generated in the metal nanostructure. The 

incident radiation has frequency ωo and the scattered radiation has vibrational 

frequency ω1. Equation 2.9 can be approximated as 
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    (2.10) 

 

which indicates that the most important factor in the electromagnetic enhancement 

factor is the local electromagnetic field ELoc( r ,ωo) near the metal nanostructure39. 

The local field can be expressed as the sum of the incident field and the induced 

field, which is generated by the electrodynamic response of the metal nanostructure 

and dielectric interface 

 

    (2.11) 

 

There are many techniques to estimate the electrodynamically induced field 

EInd( r ,ωo) and Chapter 3 describes the use of a two-dimensional numerical using a 

commercially available finite difference time domain simulation code to determine 

the enhancement factors as a function of the nanostructure shape and dimensions 

and the frequency of the incident excitation frequency. 

 

2.2.3 SERS substrate requirements 
From the previous discussion, we can summarize some figures of merit that can be 

used to assess the quality of a SERS substrate: 

1. Small metal features, such as nanogaps, with nanoscale separation. 

2. Large surface area with high density and uniform nanogaps. 

3. Easily aligned with the incident light polarization. It will be more 
convenient that the substrate is polarization independent. 

4. The substrate can be easily cleaned and reused without strong interference 
from the previous measurement. 
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It is well known that a metal (typically Au or Ag) single nanoparticle can enhance 

the Raman signal by GEM~104×. A pair of nanoparticles (dimer pair) with a 

nanogap separation less than 5 nm can produce extremely large enhancements to 

the Raman signal GEM~1010×. Most of the nanoparticle aggregates can be 

considered as nanogaps. However, it is very difficult to control the separation 

distance between the dimer pair. Another drawback for the nanoparticle dimers is 

that they are highly dependent on the excitation light polarization, and therefore are 

not very convenient to find the optical working condition with fixed light 

polarization. Both of these systems cannot be cleaned and reused for the next 

sample. The third type of SERS substrate consists of nanogaps, which can enhance 

the Raman signal GEM~109×. Although the enhancement factor is not as large as in 

the nanoparticle dimer case, it is well characterized and the enhancement is strong 

enough to even perform single molecule SERS for certain molecules.  

 

2.3 SERS applications 
Raman spectroscopy is a technique that can be used for molecular and chemical 

identification, and surface spectroscopy. However, the weak signal from normal 

Raman spectroscopy has limited its broad application. SERS really boosted the 

field because the Raman signal can be enhanced by several orders of magnitude.  

In the past few decades, SERS has been applied to chemical and biological 

molecular identification, new drugs innovation and cell research.  Based on this, 

numerous Raman spectra were recorded based on different molecules under 

different environment41-47. Highly related to the chemical identification, 

pharmacists are also interested to know the chemical structure and identify the 

molecules48, 49. SERS is widely applied in the field of biology, such as the 
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identification of DNA50-52, protein53-55, and bacteria56, 57. All these applications have 

been reported for in vitro measurement as well as in vivo measurement58. 
 

2.4 Conclusion 
Based on the properties of Raman spectroscopy, the development of SERS 

substrate and the broad applications in SERS, we can conclude that a good SERS 

substrate can help, not only in conventional chemistry, but also it shows great 

potential in other fields, such as biology and medical diagnostics. It is necessary to 

design and fabricate new type of SERS substrate that can provide Raman signal 

with better enhancement, high uniformity with convenient light polarization 

alignment. In order to achieve this goal, we have designed and fabricated high 

density gold coated silicon NPy surfaces, which can enhance Raman scattered 

signal more than million times with high surface uniformity. All of this properties 

indicated that the high-density NPy arrays could be broadly applied for molecular 

identification, biological detection or drug screening.  
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Plasmons and surface plasmon 
polaritons 

 
 
 
 
 

The basic physical phenomena behind the field of plasmonics, which is concerned 

with devices that exploit the unique optical properties of metallic nanostructures 

thus enabling the nanoscale manipulation of light, is described and its relationship 

to surface enhanced Raman scattering/spectroscopy (SERS). The ability of metal 

nanostructures to couple electromagnetic radiation into electromagnetic surface 

modes, which are called surface plasmon polaritons (SPP) that consist of 

propagating modes, and most importantly, localized surface plasmon polaritons 

(LSP). The relationship behind LSP and SERS is described, and finally the 

nanotextured surfaces developed in this thesis are analyzed with a two-dimensional 

numerical simulation model. 
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3.1 Introduction 
The term plasmonics was first used to describe devices that exploit the unique 

optical properties of metallic nanostructures that enable the nanoscale manipulation 

of light1. Although there has been a renewed interest in the optical properties of 

metal nanostructures, their unique properties have been observed and studied over 

100 years ago with reports from Wood2 describing reflection anomalies from 

patterned metallic surfaces and the analytical solution to Maxwell’s 

electromagnetic field equations revealing the optical absorption spectrum of small 

(D<<λo, where D is the diameter of the spherical nanoparticles and λo is the 

excitation wavelength) Au nanoparticles by Mie3. Further back in time, one 

prominent use of metal nanoparticles has been the staining of glass windows and 

ceramic pottery as seen the Lycurgus cup from the Byzantine empire, 4th century 

A.D.4. Plasmonics has enabled a wide array of potential applications, which 

includes thermally assisted magnetic recording5, thermal cancer treatment6, 

catalysis and nanostructure growth7, electro-optic modulators8, biosensing9, and 

most importantly, with respect to this thesis, surface enhanced Raman 

spectroscopy10-12. It has been established that the unique optical properties are 

derived from the metals ability to support collective light-induced electronic 

excitations, known as surface plasmons, on metallic nanostructures and act as 

optical antennas that capture and concentrate light waves by squeezing the light 

into nanoscale volumes. Further advancements in plasmonics rely on the ability to 

engineer metallic nanostructures with well-defined dimensions and separation 

distances. 
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3.1.1 Plasmons 
In 1956, Pines13 first introduced the term plasmon to describe the quantum of 

elementary excitation associated with the high-frequency collective motion of the 

valence electrons in a solid due to Coulomb interactions between the valence 

electrons. The plasmon energy is 

 

  
    (3.1) 

 

where ωp is the plasma frequency, N is the number of valence electrons per unit 

volume, ε0 is the permittivity of free space, and m0 is the free electron mass. Pines 

studied the characteristic collective energy losses observed when fast electrons 

were scattered by thin solid films, which was linked to the plasmon excitation in 

solid materials. Plasmons are rapid oscillations of electron density in conductive 

media, such as metals, semiconductors, and plasmas. In noble metals, such as Ag, 

Au and Cu, the plasmons are described as a free electron density that oscillates 

around the fixed positive ions at a plasma frequency ωp, which ensure the neutrality 

of the metal atom. Electrons in metals at the top of the energy distribution (near the 

Fermi level) can be excited into different energy and momentum states by photons 

from an external electromagnetic field, and therefore, the optical response of a 

metal in the visible and infrared energy regime is dominated by the interaction 

photons and the free-electron plasmons and the subsequent electromagnetic waves 

in a metal are then called plasmon polaritons, which are mixed photon–plasmon 

modes. The optical response of the collection of free electrons can be obtained 

from a simplified Lorentz harmonic oscillator model (ωp=0) giving a dielectric 

function for the free electrons in the metal14 
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    (3.2) 

 

where γ is a damping constant resulting from electron-electron and electron-

phonon scattering in the metal. The corresponding real and imaginary parts of the 

dielectric function are  

 

    (3.3)
 

 

The plasmon plays a very important role in the optical properties of metal. For 

metals, there is strong reflection for all frequencies below the characteristic cut-off 

frequency ωp. If the light frequency is lower than the plasmon frequency ω<ωp, the 

light will be reflected since the electron screens the light out. For light frequencies 

above the plasmon frequency ω>ωp, the light will transmit through the metal 

because the electrons cannot react fast enough to screen it. In most metals, the 

plasmon frequency is ultraviolet, lending to their shiny surfaces. For example, Au 

has N≈ 5.9×1029 m-3, which gives ωp≈1.4×1016 rad s-1 and λp =2πc/ωp≈138 nm. 

Some metals, such as Ag, Au and Cu, have electronic inter-band transitions in the 

ultraviolet-visible (UV-Vis) range, whereby specific energies are absorbed, which 

yield their characteristic colors. The inter-band transitions in real metal materials 

can affect the optical response. For example, the inter-band absorption of Au has a 

strong effect on the optical properties due to the bandgap between the d-band and 

the Fermi level, which results in two inter-band transitions, λIB1≈470 nm and 

λIB2≈320 nm, which need to be included in the dielectric function. The optical 
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properties of Au have been modeled with a partially empirical dielectric function 

(λ=2πc/ω)15 

 

  (3.4) 

 

where ε∞=1.54, λp=177.5 nm, µp=14500 nm, A1=1.27, φ1=-π/4, λ1=470 nm, 

µ1=1900 nm, A2=1.10, φ2=-π/4, λ2=325 nm, µ2=1060 nm. In this case λp no longer 

has a direct physical meaning since plasma oscillations are affected by inter-band 

transitions. Since the dielectric function is complex then it can be expressed as 

, where ε1 is the real part (Re[ε(λ)]) and ε2 is the imaginary part 

(Im[ε(λ)]). Chapter 5 describes the comparison of the real and imaginary parts of 

ε(λ) plotted over the visible spectrum, using equation 3.4 and the experimental data 

from Johnson16. 

 

3.1.2 Surface plasmon polaritons 
In 1957, Ritchie17 described the existence of quantized surface waves of the 

degenerate electron gas in thin films, corresponding to longitudinal surface plasma 

oscillations propagating at a metal-dielectric interface. The quanta of the surface 

plasma oscillations was later termed surface plasmons, which propagate at the 

interface between the plasma and vacuum with a frequency .18 

Surface plasmons are optically excited, and light can be coupled into standing 

wave or propagating surface plasmon modes through a grating or rough metal 

surface and are confined to the surface and interact strongly with external 

electromagnetic radiation and it is appropriate to describe the surface modes as SPP. 

The SPP charge density waves can only be excited with transverse electromagnetic 
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radiation (TM, or p-polarized) and the resulting SPP electromagnetic waves are 

confined to the interface between a metal-dielectric interface since the SPP 

propagation constant kspp is greater than the wave vector in the dielectric. Figure 

3.1 shows an example of the charge and electromagnetic field distribution of a 

planar SPP at the interface of a dielectric/metal layer stack. 

 
Figure 3.1 The charges and electromagnetic fields of planar SPP in the top 
dielectric layer and metal plasma layer with associated wave vectors. The electrical 
field distribution normal to the surface into the dielectric layer εd and metal ε(ω). 
The p-polarized magnetic field Hy is shown 19. 

 

Figure 3.1 shows a schematic of the p-polarized excitation electromagnetic field 

(electric field Eo and magnetic field Hy). The SPP electric field (Ez) normal to the 

interface exponentially decreases away from the surface. The condition for 

existence of a SPP surface mode is , which results in the 

dispersion relationship 

 

    (3.5) 

 

where ε(ω) is the dielectric function of the metal, and εd is the dielectric constant of 

the upper dielectric material. Figure 3.2 shows the dispersion relation of the SPP 

traveling waves at a flat interface between a metal and a dielectric from equation 

3.5 using the Drude lossless (γ=0) metal dielectric function (equation 3.2). The 
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gray region to the left of the light-line represents the dispersion of the photons for 

ko>kspp. From Figure 3.2, since the SPP dispersion curve (red solid line) lies to the 

right of the light line (white region) of the dielectric (ω=cko, where c is the speed of 

light), and excitation of the SPP is not possible without providing phase-matching 

of the in-plane wave vector in the dielectric and the SPP wave vector kspp. 

 

 
Figure 3.2 SPP Dispersion relation of a lossless Drude Au (equations 3.2 and 3.5) 
metal-air interface. 

 

We are interested in two types of SPP modes: localized and propagating SPP 

modes, which are both represented in Figure 3.2. The localized SPP (LSP) 

correspond to non-propagating SPP modes where -εd<ε(ω)<0, which will be 

described in the next section. The energy of the evanescent surface wave is 

dissipated into the two waves propagating away from the surface. These modes are 

radiative. The propagating SPP modes correspond to propagating surfaces modes 

where ε(ω)<-εd. These are non-radiative surface modes that are fully trapped at the 

surface that propagate along the interface, which correspond to a surface charge 

density wave at the surface. Figure 3.2 shows the location of both modes in the 
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dispersion relation. For Au, the dispersion relation is strongly modified from that of 

an ideal material due to inter-band transitions for excitation wavelengths λo<600 

nm where the large absorption significantly affects and broadens the dispersion 

relation as is shown in the dispersion relation of Au using the dielectric function in 

equation 3.4. Figure 3.3 shows that wave vector kspp does not diverge to ωsp, as in 

the case of a lossless metal (Figure 3.2), but is limited by absorption (Im[kspp]) in 

the metal, which causes the s-shaped dispersion curve that is known for polaritons. 
 

 
Figure 3.3 SPP Dispersion relation of a lossless Drude Au metal and air interface. 

 

Since real metals have losses then the SPP wave vector will be a complex valued 

function and the SPPs are damped with a propagation length defined as 

. The exponential decay length of the SPP in the dielectric is 

. For example, for an ideal Au/air interface Lx≈1000 nm and 

Lz≈100 nm (with λo=632.8 nm). 
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3.1.3 Localized surface plasmons 
The propagating SPP behavior was described in the previous section and the 

dispersion relation was described for a flat metal/dielectric interface. The 

propagating SPP is widely used in surface plasmon resonance (SPR) and total 

internal reflection fluorescent (TIRF) microscopy. The propagating SPP are not the 

emphasis of this thesis. We are most interested in LSP that occur on nanoparticles 

and in gaps between closely spaced nanostructures. When the SPP occurs on metal 

nanostructures with dimensions comparable or smaller than the incident light 

wavelength, then the nature of electromagnetic surface modes of the system are 

highly modified and exist for a discrete values of ω 24. When the surface plasmon is 

confined to a spherical nanoparticle with D<λo, the nanostructures free electrons 

participate in a collective oscillation, which is called a LSP.  Figure 3.4 

schematically shows the dipolar local surface plasmon optical response of metal 

spherical nanoparticles to polarized excitation20.  

 

 
Figure 3.4 Excitation of a dipolar LSP by polarized electric field Eo with frequency 
f=T-1 20. 

 

The positive ionic charges in the nanoparticles are assumed to be immobile and the 

negative conduction electrons oscillate under the influence of the external field, 

which results in a displacement of the negative charges from the positive ions. In 
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order to show how the electromagnetic surface fields at the metallic surface can be 

affected by the LSP, a single spherical nanoparticle model is typically analyzed due 

to its simplicity. Using the electrostatic approximation (quasi-static regime) and a 

uniform plane-wave excitation electric field, the electric field inside the metal Ein is 

given as3 

 

    (3.6) 

 

where E0 is the incident electric field. In order to obtain a maximum Ein, ε(ω)≈-2εd, 

which, in general, is not possible for most dielectric materials since the dielectric 

constant is positive. Compared to the flat metal surface the local surface plasmon 

resonance frequency is . It should be noted that the displacement of 

the conduction electrons due to excitation field results in polarization charges at the 

nanoparticle surface and hence to a linear restoring force which determines the 

resonance frequency of the system. Thus, the conduction electrons in a spherical 

nanoparticle act like an oscillator system, whereas in bulk material they behave like 

a relaxator system where the Drude plasmon frequency ωp is not excited by light in 

the bulk20. Some metals have negative Re[ε(ω)] over a certain frequency 

(wavelength) range. If the absorption (Im[ε(ω)]) is small at a particular wavelength 

where the real part of ε (ω)≈-2εm then a plasmon resonance established. Therefore, 

the dielectric function ε(ω) plays a very important role in surface plasmon 

resonance effects. The real part Re[ε(ω)] is responsible for the resonance of the 

plasmon and imaginary part Im[ε(ω)] is responsible for absorption in the metal. 

From equation 3.6, we know that Re[ε(ω)] should be negative in order to have 

large Ein, and Im[ε(ω)] small at the same wavelength to minimize losses in the 
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metal. Among the noble metals, Ag and Au are the most commonly used for 

plasmonics applications. The excitation wavelength for Au is limited to λo>600 nm, 

due to the strong absorption near the first inter-band transition. At near infrared 

wavelengths the optical response of Au is comparable to that of Ag. However, with 

respect to SERS, there are other very important issues for SERS, which are 

availability, ease of manipulation, toxicity, durability, etc., and Au is the most 

promising using these considerations. Therefore, Au is the best choice for 

applications where λo>600 nm and Ag is the best for the applications requiring 

λo<600 nm. 

When two spherical nanoparticles (dimers) are in close proximity at distances 

less than d~5 nm, where a nanogap is formed and the excitation radiation 

polarization is aligned along the inter-particle axis (Figure 3.5), the electromagnetic 

field magnitude in the nanogap is dramatically increased. As the distance between 

the metal nanoparticles d is reduced, their transition dipoles composed of 

oscillation conduction electrons couple and classical electromagnetism predicts that 

the enhanced fields around each particle coherently interfere21.  

 

 
Figure 3.5 Closely spaced spherical metal nanoparticles excited electromagnetic 
radiation polarized along the inter-particle axis and the resulting plasmonic 
response. 
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As d further decreases, the coupled plasmon resonance wavelength red-shifts and 

the electromagnetic field enhancement further increases. The LSP modes of each 

nanosphere form hybridized modes and it is believed that all single-molecule SERS 

reports are the result of enhancements at the nanogaps and provide the largest 

known enhancements at surfaces22,23.  

The electromagnetic field enhancement from chapter 2 can be defined as 

, where  is electromagnetic 

field near the metal surface and  is the excitation electromagnetic field. 

The field enhancement is an important parameter used to assess the performance of 

a SERS substrate. The electromagnetic field enhancement can be huge at certain 

specific locations between closely spaced nanostructures, called hot-spots.  The 

increased local field can induce a Raman dipole change dramatically and strongly 

enhance the Raman scattering subsequently. 

 

3.2 Nanotextured surfaces 
Although SERS was discovered more than 30 years ago10-12, a complete 

explanation of the mechanism of this exciting effect is still not fully understood. 

However, the two mechanisms that are currently accepted to explain the effect are 

electromagnetic field enhancement and chemical charge transfer. The most 

important contribution to SERS is the electromagnetic field enhancement near the 

metallic nanostructure’s surface and accounts for the majority of the enhancement24. 

The enhancement due to chemical charge transfer when the molecule is attached on 

the nanostructure’s surface contributes a much smaller enhancement effect. 

Currently, SERS research has been focused on making different shapes, sizes 

and nanostructure arrangement in order to achieve better SERS substrates. Almost 

all of the SERS substrates can be classified in two categories: i. metallic 
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nanoparticle based substrates, which includes nanoparticle-based suspension and 

nanoparticles immobilized on solid substrate; and ii. nanostructures fabricated 

directly on solid substrates. Several synthesis methods have been well studied for 

controlling the metallic nanoparticles shapes and sizes25-29. The strong SERS effect 

has been observed by many different types of metallic nanoparticles in suspension, 

such as nanostar27, nanoshell particles30, nanodimers and general nanoparticle 

aggregations22.  The nanoparticles suspension makes the SERS measurement 

simple and fast. However, in order to achieve the strongest SERS effect, the 

nanoparticles should either form aggregations or have extremely sharp edges 

uniformly distributed throughout the suspension, and therefore, measurements are 

not reproducible, which is a major drawback of nanoparticle suspensions. 

Additionally, another major drawback is that the distance between particles is too 

difficult to control as well as alignment with the excitation light polarization in 

order to achieve the largest enhancements. 

In order to overcome the problems associated with nanoparticle suspensions, 

researchers have generated SERS substrates by immobilizing metallic 

nanoparticles on flat solid substrates. The most popular planar substrates are glass 

and silicon substrates. However, adhesion of the metallic nanoparticles and the 

planar substrates is typically very poor. Some specific methods have been 

developed to immobilize nanoparticles to solid substrates. The main method has 

been the self-assembly method. Different self-assembly methods have been 

developed and the major difference among the different self-assembly methods is 

the attachment force that is applied to immobilize the nanoparticles. Several natural 

forces, such as capillary force31, 32, chemical force33, and electrostatic force34,35, 

have all been reported as immobilization procedures.  The direct transfer of pre-

assembled nanoparticle film to a solid substrate has been reported36-38.  Other 
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methods like growing nanoparticles directly on solid substrate using chemical or 

photochemical induced reaction are also reported39. 

The second category of SERS substrates involves the direct fabrication of 

metallic nanostructures on solid substrates. The most commonly used 

nanolithography method is electron beam lithography (EBL). Nanostructures can 

be directly written on electron sensitive photoresist and subsequently the substrate 

can be coated with a metal layer resulting in a nanopatterned metallic SERS 

surface40. Nanostructures fabricated using EBL on different solid substrates, and 

subsequent etching, have been reported41-43. Focused ion beam milling has been 

reported to pattern a nanotextured surface has been reported44.  These 

nanolithography methods have helped to improve the irreproducibility common 

among different SERS surfaces, however, neither method is an ideal technique for 

making large and uniform SERS substrates with large enhancement factors. 

Another technique to make nanostructures on a solid substrate is called a 

template technique, which begins by fabricating the template on a solid substrate. 

The nanotextured surface is then coated with a thin metal layer. This template 

technique is quite effective for making large and uniform SERS substrates and the 

fabrication method presented in Chapter 6 describes two types of large area 

subwavelength surfaces: nanogroove (NG) and nanopyramid (NPy) arrays that are 

fabricated with a new self-aligned silicon template method that results in 

ultraprecise nanoscale pitch λg, and most importantly, highly uniform and sharp 

nanoscale v-groove crevices consisting of gaps with controlled 2 nm spacing. The 

advantage of this approach is that the gap spacing between closely packed 

nanopyramid neighbors is not constrained by lithographic patterning limitations, 

but rather realized with the extremely precise etching of certain crystalline planes 

of silicon, and therefore, results in high density arrays of closely packed NPy and 

NG forming uniform SERS hot-spots. 
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3.2.1 Subwavelength pitch surfaces 
Since the report of Wood2, describing reflection anomalies from patterned metallic 

surfaces, a significant amount of insight has been gained about the optical 

properties of metals and the excitation of SPP modes19. Periodically roughened 

metal surfaces facilitate the generation of SPP excitation such that the momentum 

of photons in the top dielectric layer is increased by the in-plane periodicity to 

phase-match to the SPP. When the nanostructure periodicity is smaller than the 

excitation wavelength, the diffraction is zero-mode, however, an evanescent field is 

generated with a decay length proportional to the period of the grating that results 

in localized electromagnetic field enhancements near the metal surface45. On a 

metallic grating, the SPP dispersion curve splits into bands making direct coupling 

between the SPP and external electromagnetic radiation. For shallow (small pitch 

to depth ratio) gratings, it is reported that the SPP can be excited in a limited region 

of the dispersion curve in the zero-order diffraction region46. For high aspect ratio 

metal nanogratings the SPP dispersion curve is severely modified and resonant 

absorption can occur in the zero-order region. Sobnack et al.47 described a model 

that predicted a set of reflection minima that originated from the excitation of 

standing wave coupled SPP. Tan et al.48 and Hooper49 reported calculated very flat 

SPP dispersions for short-pitch and deep metal gratings and described the stand 

wave resonances as hybrid waveguide-SPP resonances. Calculated electromagnetic 

field enhancements g~80 in nanogaps between closely spaced 30 nm diameter Ag 

half-cylinders in contact with a vacuum dielectric have been reported50. 

Subwavelength periodic patterned surfaces with Gaussian profiles have been 

shown to form standing wave SPP in narrow gaps with large localized 

electromagnetic field enhancements near the base of the nanogap19,47. More 

recently, Xuegong et al.51 reported subwavelength gratings where the nanogap is 

formed by refilling the grating trench. In all reported subwavelength grating or 
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patterned surfaces, large localized electromagnetic field enhancements were 

reported near the base of the nanogap due to strong coupling between surface 

charges from the opposing sides of the nearest-neighbor structures. The 

electromagnetic field enhancement results in a Raman scattering enhancement that 

can be approximated as GEM≈ g4.52 

 

3.2.2 2D numerical simulations 
Nanopyramid surface cross-sections with smooth Au layers have been modeled 

using two-dimensional finite difference time domain (FDTD) calculations to 

determine the total electric , and magnetic  field distributions near 

the metal surface of the fabricated structures. In this case , as 

previously described. The excitation source is a normally incident plane wave with 

transverse-magnetic polarization where the magnetic field intensity  points 

along the length of the cavity (Figure 3.6).  

 

 
Figure 3.6 Ideal 2D NPy and NG cross-section and polarization assignment used 
for the steady-state FDTD simulation with λg=200 nm, αg=54.7°, and γg=35.3°. 
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The 2D FDTD calculations have been performed with a commercial software 

package, Fullwave (RSoft, Inc.). Perfectly matched layer boundary conditions have 

been used at the grid edges, to eliminate reflections with 0.3 nm grid spacing. The 

complex frequency-dependent dielectric function ε(ω) of Au is represented by the 

Brendel-Borman model that is included in the simulation code54. All simulations 

were checked for convergence. The dielectric region is air with a relative 

permittivity εd=1.0. It should be noted that the electromagnetic field enhancement 

is dependent on the excitation polarization due to the rectangular geometry 

involved, similar to the polarization dependent enhancement nanoparticles dimers55.  

 

 
Figure 3.7 Nanogroove gap-plasmon resonators. (a) High-resolution atomic force 
microscopy NPy cross-section profile converted to 2D simulation model, (b) 2D 
FDTD simulation results showing the spatial dependence of the total electric field 

 and magnetic field  at the base of the nanogroove region, (c) 
High-resolution scanning electron microscopy image of a section of a NPy surface 
with λg=200 nm. 
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Figure 3.7 shows the three images related to the numerical simulation of the 2D 

cross-section of the Au NPy surface. Figure 3.7a shows the 2D Au NPy cross-

section imaged with tapping model atomic force microscopy (Dimension V SPM 

System, Veeco, USA) and ultra-sharp silicon tips with 2 nm average tip diameters 

(SSH, Nanoandmore, GmbH). The AFM imaged cross-section was translated and 

input into the simulator. Figure 3.7c shows a representative scanning electron 

microscopy image of a large area Au NPy surface. Figure 3.7b shows simulation 

results showing the spatial dependence of the total electric field and 

magnetic field , where g≈32. Similar to previous reports50,55, the largest 

electromagnetic enhancement is localized near the base of the nanogap due to 

strong charge coupling between adjacent surfaces of nearest neighbor 

nanostructures with small separation distances. Although the calculated 

enhancements are large, they are smaller than previously reported50 due to the 

larger entry angle 2γg. From a surface accessibility perspective, a large entry angle 

is preferred, which makes the hot-spots more accessible for molecular adsorption 

compared to narrow and deep cavity structures. It is interesting to note that the 

enhancement region of the subwavelength nanopyramid and nanogroove structures 

are shallow v-groove structures that are very different than the Klarite2 inverted 

nanopyramid enhancement region, which has four walls leading the base of the 

inverted structure and results in a very different enhancement mechanism and 

electromagnetic field distribution56. 

 

                                                 
2 Commercially available SERS substrates Klarite 302, Renishaw Diagnostics, Ltd. 
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3.3 Conclusion 
The LSP greatly enhances the electromagnetic field near the metallic 

nanostructures, which greatly enhances the inelastically scattered photons (Raman 

signal) from molecules near the surface of the metallic nanostructures. The noble 

metals Ag, Au, and Cu are good materials for coupling electromagnetic radiation in 

the visible spectrum into LSP modes. Two-dimensional FDTD simulations show 

an enhancement factor of GEM~106 for surfaces measured with high-resolution 

atomic force microscopy. 
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A fabrication technology has been developed to realize nanotextured surfaces with 

periodically self-aligned nanopyramid (NPy) and nanogroove (NG) structures with 

precisely defined pitch λg that are closely packed with 2 nm separation gaps over 

large areas. The simple self-aligned fabrication technique requires only a single 

lithography step and wet anisotropic silicon etching. Electron-beam lithography 

(EBL) was first used to demonstrate the realization of tunable NPy pitch from 

150≤λg≤500 nm. The NPy and NG surfaces are coated with a thin Au layer, which 

results in strong localized surface plasmon resonance with visible frequency 

excitation. The fabrication method was further improved by using laser 

interference lithography (LIL) to uniformly pattern the two-dimensional NPy 

arrays over large areas (an entire 100 mm diameter silicon wafer).3 

                                                 
3 Modified from: M. Jin, V.V. Pully, C. Otto, A. van den Berg, E.T. Carlen, High-Density Periodic 
Arrays of Self-Aligned Subwavelength Nanopyramids for Surface Enhanced Raman Spectroscopy, J. 
Phys. Chem. C 114, 21953, 2010. 
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4.1 Introduction 
Despite the steady progress achieved over the last three decades, SERS substrates 

still have figure of merit limitations, which fundamentally depend on the ability to 

manufacture large area nanostructure arrays with well-controlled dimensions, 

geometry and polarization alignment, and most importantly hot-spot dimensions 

less than ~5 nm; all contribute to the enhancement of the Raman scattering cross-

section of molecules adsorbed on the metal surface. Many different techniques 

have been reported to fabricate functional metallic SERS-active substrates. 

Colloidal suspensions of metal nanoparticles of various shapes and sizes have been 

reported1-7 and were used to realize single molecule Raman spectra8-11 where large 

enhancements were attributed to nanoparticle dimers with ~1-2 nm separations.12 

Colloidal nanoparticle suspensions are attractive due to their preparation simplicity, 

however, typically have poor enhancement reproducibility, which is attributed to 

many factors including their random composition and the lack of precise control of 

dimensions, dimer separation spacing, and excitation polarization alignment. 

SERS-active solid-support substrates have been reported extensively over the 

last three decades. Low-cost non-lithographic methods have been reported, such as 

electrochemically-roughened surfaces, self-assembled templated colloidal 

films,13,14 nanoporous templated surfaces,15,16 shadow masked deposited metal 

(nanosphere lithography) island films,17 and voids,18 and nanocasted spherical void 

surfaces;19 however, forming small and uniform separation gaps is difficult. 

Lithographically patterned SERS substrates still constitute one of the most 

promising manufacturing methods to form large arrays of reproducible hot-spots 

due to their commercial availability, and highly advanced patterning techniques. 

Patterning thin metal layers using a variety of different nanolithography techniques, 

such as electron-beam patterning, focused ion beam milling, holography, and 

nanoimprinting have been reported to realize SERS-active surfaces in a large 
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variety configurations, including metal discs of many shapes, sizes and gap-

separations,20-23 nanohole arrays,24 bowtie antenna nanostructures,25 arrays of 

nanoslits,26 and gratings. Surface templates fabricated by the anisotropic etching of 

crystalline silicon to form nanostructured surfaces with well-controlled dimensions 

and sharp edges have been reported, such as the commercially available inverted 

pyramidal pit arrays (Klarite 302, Renishaw Diagnostics, Ltd.),27 inverted NPy 

pits,28 and sharp NPy tips.29 Grating structures are an important class of SERS-

active substrate and have been reported for over three decades,29-40 due to well-

established manufacturing and analysis methods. Early research on the optical 

properties of metallic gratings typically reported grating pitches near the excitation 

wavelength30-35 and later reports, experimental and theoretical, developed the basic 

understanding of the geometry dependent optical properties of zero-mode 

subwavelength nanogratings;36-40 all subwavelength nanograting structures exhibit 

large electromagnetic field enhancements near the base of the nanograting structure, 

which increases as the pitch decreases. 

There remains strong demand for SERS-active substrates having a large density 

of uniform hot-spot scattering sites that possess large Raman enhancements with 

high reproducibility and stability. We present two types of subwavelength surfaces: 

NPy and NG arrays that are fabricated with a new self-aligned silicon template 

method that results in ultra-precise nanoscale pitch λg, and most importantly, highly 

uniform and sharp nanoscale v-groove crevices consisting of gaps with controlled 2 

nm spacing. The advantage of this approach is that the gap spacing between closely 

packed NPy (pentahedrons or square pyramids) neighbors is not constrained by 

lithographic patterning limitations, but rather realized with the extremely precise 

etching of certain crystalline planes of silicon, and therefore, results in high density 

arrays of closely packed NPy and NG forming uniform SERS hot-spots. The 

drawings shown in Figure 4.1 depict arrays of NPy and NG patterns over two-
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dimensional surfaces. The surface can be realized if we use single crystal silicon 

with (100) surface orientation as the base substrate.  

 

 
Figure 4.1 Conceptual rendering of the nanotextured silicon surfaces. (a) two-
dimensional NPy (b) one-dimensional NG surface. 

 

We use the well-established knowledge that different crystal planes have different 

etch rates due to the anisotropic etch rate by hydroxide ions in alkaline solutions 

where (111) planes have the lowest etch rate and the (100) and (110) planes have 

higher etch rate. Precise alignment of the nanohole array is not required due to the 

regularity of the single crystal silicon, which facilitates the precise formation of the 
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surface patterns with ultra-sharp nanogap regions. However, large misalignments 

will result in staggered NPy surfaces.  

4.2 Nanotexturing silicon surfaces 
The NPy arrays have been fabricated with a new self-aligned silicon template 

method based on conventional top-down microfabrication technology, including a 

single lithography step, wet anisotropic silicon etching, and metal deposition 

(Figure 4.2a). An important aspect of this approach is that the nanogap hot-spots 

are not formed by the lithography step, but rather the self-stopping silicon etching 

step. Furthermore, precise alignment of the nanohole array is not required due to 

the regularity of the single crystal silicon, which facilitates the self-aligned 

formation of the two-dimensional NPy arrays that are spontaneously formed with 

precisely controlled λg and self-aligned into uniform NPy arrays. However, large 

misalignments will result in staggered NPy surfaces. The surface pitch can be 

tuned to different dimensions by changing the mask dm and hole dh dimensions 

(Figure 4.2a).  

 

 
Figure 4.2 (a) basic fabrication process to realize silicon NPy surface template 
with λg≈2dg/tan(αg) and αg=54.7° (b) crystal faces of single NPy. 
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The surface pattern pitch and depth are ideally linked by the silicon crystal 

arrangement with dg≈(λg/2) tanαg, where αg≈54.7o for (100) silicon. Figures 4.2a 

and 4.2b show the surface cross-section and silicon crystal orientation of a single 

NPy, respectively. Other materials and orientations can also be considered using 

this general technique. We have used two methods to pattern submicron features. 

First, EBL is used to pattern submicron feature sizes in order to demonstrate the 

concept on a small area scale. We then combined the established fabrication 

process with LIL to realize large area (~7800 mm2) and uniform nanotextured 

surfaces. Other well-established and cost-effective nanolithography methods, such 

as deep-UV lithography, can be used as well. Other materials and orientations can 

also be considered using this general technique. 

 

4.3 EBL patterned surfaces 
For the last 40 years, EBL, which uses electrons to direct write on electron 

sensitive materials, has been used for nanoscale photolithography.  The primary 

advantage of EBL is that it is a convenient way to overcome the diffraction limit of 

light (compared to conventional optical photolithography) in realizing features with 

nanometer dimensions. However, the main problem with EBL is that extremely 

long processing times are required to pattern large areas. The EBL writing 

(exposure) time t can be estimated as t=D×A/I, where D is the exposure dose 

(C/cm2), A is the exposure area (cm2), and I is the beam current (C/sec). For 

example, if we want to write an area of A=1 cm2 with a beam current of I=1 nA and 

normal dose D=10−3 C/cm2, then the required time is t≈106 seconds, or about 12 

days. However, if EBL is used to write an area of 104 µm2, the writing time is 100 

seconds, which is a quite reasonable time for research purposes and an ideal 
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method to demonstrate the realization of NPy and NG surfaces for the SERS 

application. 

Since most of the structures shown in this chapter have subwavelength (optical) 

dimensions (λg< 200 nm), it is difficult to accurately characterize the structure 

dimensions by using conventional optical microscopy. All structures have been 

imaged with high-resolution scanning electron microscopy (HR-SEM, Zeiss 1550).  

The topography of the surface is measured using tapping mode atomic force 

microcopy (AFM) using ultra sharp AFM tips (average diameter: 2nm; SSH-NCH-

10, NanoandMore, GmbH). The nanogap has been imaged with high-resolution 

transmission microcopy (HR-TEM) where a 16 mm2 NG sample was used to make 

a 100 nm thick nanogap cross-section sample using a dual beam focused-ion-beam 

(FEI Tecnai G2 F20 X-Twin FEGTEM). The sample was transferred to a TEM 

grid and imaged (FEI 3D Strata DB-FIB FEG) at an acceleration voltage of 200 kV.  

Figure 4.3 shows the fabrication overview in steps (a), (b), and (c). First, a 

periodic array (40×40 µm2) of nanoholes was patterned in a spin-coated photoresist 

layer on a conventional silicon (100) wafer using EBL (FEI Sirion UHR-SEM and 

Raith 150 EBL system). The beam current is 100 pA, area dose is 80 µC cm-2, line 

dose is 199 pC cm-2, and beam writing speed is 6.46 mm s-1. The maximum writing 

field we use is 100 µm2. We use lift-off technology to transfer the Cr etch mask 

pattern onto the silicon substrate. Lift-off consists of forming an inverse image of 

the desired pattern onto the silicon wafer using a stencil photoresist layer, which 

covers certain areas on the wafer, followed by the deposition of the layer that is to 

be remain in the unprotected regions of the stencil layer. In the open regions of the 

stencil, the layer material is deposited directly on the wafer substrate, while in the 

covered regions the material gets deposited on top of the stencil film. After the 

layer material has been deposited, the wafer is immersed in a solution that can 

selectively dissolve the stencil layer. Once the stencil is dissolved, the layer 
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material is removed from the surface using lift-off, thus leaving behind the layer 

material that is remaining on the wafer substrate. The lift-off method offers the 

following advantages: i. composite layers consisting of several different materials 

may be deposited and then patterned with a single lift-off process, ii. etching 

residue that is difficult to remove is reduced, iii. sloped sidewalls become possible, 

resulting in good step coverage.  

 

 
Figure 4.3 Nanotextured surfaces fabrication overview. (a) nanolithographic 
patterning Cr etch mask (b) self-stopping wet etching of NPy surfaces (c) removal 
of Cr etch mask, oxidation and deposition of the Au plasmonic layer with 
thicknesses tSiO2≈10 nm and tAu≈70 nm. 
 

On the other hand, there are also disadvantages associated with the lift-off 

approach. Layer retention is the worst problem for lift-off, which can lead to 

unwanted parts of the metal layer remaining on the wafer surface. Redeposition 

will also make the sample randomly covered by the material at random locations 

and are typically very difficult to remove after the wafer is dried. Another 

disadvantage comes from sloped sidewalls where it is possible that material will 

collapse onto the surface during further processing. Figure 4.4 shows HR-SEM 
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images of typical patterned surfaces using EBL. The width and pitch of the 

nanoholes in the photoresist layer are 80 nm and 200 nm, respectively. After lift-

off, Cr nanodisks with the same width and pitch are formed on the silicon substrate 

(Figure 4.4b). Following the formation of the Cr etch mask, wet anisotropic silicon 

etching is used to form the two-dimensional NPy silicon template. Some wet 

etchants etch crystalline materials at very different rates depending upon which 

crystal face is exposed. 

 

 
Figure 4.4 EBL patterned surfaces. (a) exposed and developed photoresist. (b) 
patterned Cr (8 nm thick) nanodisks following lift-off directly on the silicon 
substrate. Scale bars: 200 nm. 

 
There are several wet etchants available for anisotropic silicon etching, such as 

potassium hydroxide (KOH). The etch rates of the different silicon surface 

orientations, such as (100), (110), and (111), depend on the concentration of KOH, 

temperature, and substrate impurity doping. In this work, 1% KOH at 50oC was 

used for etching with typical etch times of 30 seconds to achieve NPy surfaces with 

150 nm≤λg≤500nm. The two-dimensional NPy surfaces are spontaneously formed 
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during the anisotropic silicon-etching step with precisely controlled heights dg and 

widths λg (Figure 4.3, step b). After wet etching, the substrate is gently rinsed with 

deionized (DI) water for 1 minute and transferred to a piranha solution 

(H2O2:H2SO4;1:3) for 20 minutes in order to remove all residues on the surface. 

After piranha cleaning, the substrate is again rinsed with DI water for 1 minute and 

gently blow dried by N2 gas. The substrate is then sputtered coated with a 70 nm 

thick Au layer. Figures 4.5a-d show HR-SEM images of two-dimensional NPy 

surfaces at increasingly higher zoom, which demonstrates the effectiveness of this 

simple method to produce highly regular and repeatable nanotextured surfaces.  

 
Figure 4.5 HR-SEM images of nanotextured silicon surfaces. (a)-(d) two-
dimensional NPy surfaces. All scale bars: 200 nm. 

 

The high precision and repeatability over large areas is evident. Currently, we have 

achieved minimum lateral dimensions λg~150 nm over areas of ~100×100 µm2. 
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Our electron-beam patterning system that is capable of resolving a minimum dm 

and dh of around 80 nm, where λg≈dm+dh (Figure 4.2a), respectively. 

Figures 4.6-4.8 shows examples of fabricated NPy surfaces with pitches in the 

range 150 nm≤λg≤500 nm, which is the practical pattern definition limit of our 

electron-beam patterning system. 

 
Figure 4.6 HR-SEM of NPy surfaces with λg= 500 nm. 

 

 

Figure 4.7 HR-SEM of NPy surfaces with λg= 200 nm. 
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Figure 4.8 HR-SEM of NPy surfaces with λg= 150 nm. 
 

An important distinction between the subwavelength surfaces presented here and 

inverted pyramid structures is that our new surfaces can be scaled to much smaller 

lateral dimensions, which results in increased Raman enhancements as well as hot-

spot spatial density. 

 

 
Figure 4.9 High-resolution microscopy images of crevice region (a) tapping mode 
AFM profile of a typical nanogap profile (b) HR-TEM image of crevice region 
(dash line) Scale bar: 5 nm. 

 
Figure 4.9a shows a typical nanogap profile from a two-dimensional surface image 

(b) 
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of the NPy array recorded with tapping mode AFM.  Figure 4.9b shows a HR-TEM 

image of a silicon nanogap with base spacing in the ~1 nm range. 

 

 
Figure 4.10 High-resolution scanning electron microscopy images of 
subwavelength nanotextured silicon surfaces. (a)-(b) one dimensional grating 
surfaces All scale bars: 200 nm. 
 

One-dimensional NG surfaces, fabricated with a similar method,41 have been 

realized and HR-SEM images are shown in Figure 4.10. Following anisotropic 

etching, the Cr nanodisk mask layer is removed (Cr Etchant, Technic France, 60 s), 

and the surfaces are thermally oxidized with a 10 nm SiO2 layer on the exposed Si 

(111) facets. A 70 nm thick Au layer is subsequently deposited directly on the 

silicon NPy and NG surfaces. An optically thick metal film prevents radiation 

damping in the substrate supporting the metal film. Figure 4.11a shows an AFM 

image of the NPy surface following metal deposition and Figure 4.11b shows an 

HR-SEM image of the NPy surface after the metal deposition. The surface 

roughness of the Au layer is evident and can alter the nanogap shape. We are 

currently studying the effects of varying degrees of surface roughness with respect 

to electromagnetic field enhancements. Methods currently exist to reduce the Au 

surface roughness, such as epitaxial smooth metal deposition, flame annealing, and 

more recently chemical metal polishing.42 
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Figure 4.11 Imaging of Au (70 nm) coated NPy surfaces (a) HR-AFM image 
following (b) HR-SEM image. Scale bar: 200 nm. 
 

4.4 LIL patterned surfaces 
Interference phenomenon was discovered more than 200 years ago and occurs 

when two coherent light beams meet during propagation in a common medium. 

Nowadays, this phenomenon is used to make 1D, 2D and 3D periodic patterns in 

photoresist layers and is commonly referred to as laser interference lithography 

(LIL). Our setup is based on the Lloyd’s mirror LIL system43. Figure 4.12 shows 

the basic components of the LIL instrumentation and setup. The setup uses a corner 

cube arrangement with 90oC geometry where the left and right halves of the beam 

are folded onto each other. Expanding the beam allows a large area overlap-

especially when the angle of incidence is near 45oC and the beam sizes incident on 

the sample and the mirror are equal. The incident angle can be tuned by rotating the 

mirror.44 The exposure area EA is limited by size of the mirror Mx (10 cm), and My 

(10 cm) and angle θ and can be estimated as EA=MxMytanθ, where θ is the angle at 

the intersection of mirror and substrate. In order to make a periodic pattern with 

λg=200 nm pitch, the angle θ can be calculated using the equation λg=λLIL(2sinθ)-1, 

where λ is the laser wavelength, (λLIL=266 nm in our case), 43 and θ≈41.7 degree. 

Using these parameters, the exposure area is EA≈89 cm2 (note: the surface area of a 
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100 mm diameter wafer is 79 cm2). By tuning the angle θ, patterns with different 

pitch can be made with different exposure area. 

 

 
Figure 4.12 Lloyd’s mirror set up for LIL43. 

 

For example, for λg=500 nm the exposure area will be EA≈27 cm2. The fabrication 

procedure used to create the NPy surfaces with EBL has been modified to 

accommodate the LIL patterning procedure. First, the Cr nanodisk mask layer is 

replaced with a SiO2 nanodisk etch mask layer. The SiO2 nanodisks are created by 

patterning a nanohole array in a thin silicon nitride layer deposited on the silicon 

surface. The nanoholes in the nitride layer expose the silicon surface, which are 

thermally oxidized to form the SiO2 nanodisks. The nitride etch mask is then 

removed and the remaining surface is exposed to the anisotropic etchant and the 

NPy surface geometry is spontaneously formed until only (111) silicon surfaces 

remain on the surface. The SiO2 is then removed. Figure 4.13 shows a brief 

fabrication process.  

λLIL=266 nm
Mx=10 cm
My=10 cm

P1L1

Θ Laser
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Figure 4.13 Nanotextured surface fabrication process using LIL and anisotropic 
etching. 
 

The silicon nitride (Si3N4) layer is first deposited on the silicon surface using low-

pressure chemical vapor deposition with a nominal thickness of 50 nm. The nitride 

layer serves two purposes: i. an anti-reflection layer for the LIL exposure, and ii. a 

template to form the SiO2 nanodisk arrays. A photoresist layer (100 nm thick) was 

then spin cast on the nitride layer. The photoresist layer is then exposed with LIL 

and developed to form an RIE etch mask that is used to transfer the nanohole 

pattern to the nitride layer. Following the RIE step, the photoresist layer is removed 

revealing the nitride nanohole mask. The substrate is then thermally oxidized and a 

15 nm silicon dioxide layer is formed on the silicon surface in the nanoholes and 

does not form on the nitride layer. The nitride layer is then removed with a hot 

phosphoric acid solution (180oC, 15 mins.). After the removal of the nitride layer, 

the substrate is placed in the anisotropic wet etchant and the NPy surfaces are 

formed over the entire wafer surface. Figure 4.14 shows HR-SEM images of a LIL 

patterned wafer at different stages of the process.  
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Figure 4.14 HR-SEM images of LIL NPy fabrication steps. (a) nanohole 
photoresist layer (b) nanohole silicon nitride layer (c) silicon NPy arrays (d) Au 
covered NPy arrays. 

 
Figure 4.14a shows the photoresist layer following LIL exposure and development. 

The nanoholes in the photoresist are nominally 80 nm in diameter. Figure 4.14b 

shows the nanohole pattern transferred to the silicon nitride layer using RIE. Figure 

4.14c shows the silicon NPy after wet anisotropic etching and nitride removal. 

Finally, Figure 4.14d shows the NPy surface after the deposition of the 70 nm thick 

Au layer. Figure 4.15 shows examples of large area realization of the NPy surfaces. 

Figure 4.15a shows a HR-SEM image of a ~225 µm2 region of a wafer-scale (100 

mm diameter) size NPy surface coated with a 70 nm thick Au layer. The NPy 

surfaces are very uniform with nearly identical pitch and alignment. Figure 4.15b 

shows an example of the NPy surface uniformity of the LIL patterned samples over 
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a surface area of a 100 mm diameter silicon wafer (~7900 mm2). The LIL patterned 

surface is immersed in water that has a larger refractive index (nd≈1.33) than air 

(nd≈1.0), which results in increased optical absorption and the uniform red color 

across the surface. It should be noted that the 100 mm diameter NPy surface 

sample contains a total nanogap length of ~ 79 km. The inset in Figure 4.15b 

shows how the optical absorption red-shifts as the refractive index increases in the 

range 1.3≤nd≤1.7. 

 

4.5 Conclusion 
We presented a new fabrication technology to realize silicon NPy and NG 

templates using EBL and anisotropic wet etching of the silicon surface. NPy 

samples with tunable pitches in the range 150 nm≤λg≤500 nm have been 

demonstrated. The fabricated NPy and NG substrates have been characterized by 

HR-SEM, HR-TEM and HR-AFM. The nanogap between adjacent NPy and NG 

have been measured using TEM and AFM and determined to be less than 5 nm 

before and after coating thin (70 nm) Au layer. The fabrication technology has been 

extended using LIL and very uniform large area (~7800 mm2) NPy substrates have 

been demonstrated with high nanogap density (~1 km cm-2). 
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Figure 4.15 Large area images of LIL patterned NPy surfaces. (a) HR-SEM image 
(b) LIL patterned wafer with 70 nm Au layer immersed in water shows the uniform 
red color on the NPy surface indicating optical absorption due to localized surface 
plasmon resonance in the densely packed nanogaps located between adjacent NPy. 
Inset: large area sample (3 cm2) and optical absorption with different dielectric 
materials with refractive index over the range 1.3≤nd≤1.7. The color shifts indicate 
a red-shift in the optical absorption wavelength as nd increases. 
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Chapter 5 
 
 
 

 
 

SERS substrate characterization using 
reflectance spectroscopy 

 
 
 
 
 
Reflection spectroscopy is used to investigate the generation of local surface 

plasmon resonance in narrow gaps between adjacent Au nanogrooves (NG) and Au 

nanopyramid (NPy) surfaces. Plasmonic coupling of a p-polarized white light 

source normally incident on the surface is investigated as a function of surface 

pitch (150 nm≤λg≤500 nm), alignment of polarization with surface structures 

(0°≤θ≤180°), and different dielectric materials consisting of air, deionized water 

and calibrated refractive index liquids (1.3000≤nd≤1.7200). Angle resolved 

reflectivity measurements were conducted on the Au NPy surfaces (λg=200 nm) 

coated with a thin polymer layer (nd≈1.5) as a function of incidence angle and 

excitation wavelength using spectroscopic ellipsometry.4 

                                                 
4 Spectroscopic ellipsometry measurements performed in cooperation with dr. Herbert Wormeester, 
Physics of Interfaces and Nanomaterials Group, University of Twente, the Netherlands. 
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5.1 Introduction 

The surface enhanced Raman scattering (SERS) effect is primarily dependent on 

large electromagnetic fields that accompany a local surface plasmon resonance 

located in metal nanogaps present on the surface of the substrate. For nanotextured 

surfaces having well-controlled nanogap dimensions, the local surface plasmon 

resonance will occur at a certain wavelength (or energy) and the electromagnetic 

field enhancement in the nanogap region will be maximum at the resonance 

wavelength, and therefore, the electromagnetic SERS enhancement factor will also 

be maximum1. Therefore, it is very important to understand the local surface 

plasmon resonance characteristics of a new SERS substrate. The most popular 

methods to study the local surface plasmon resonance are dark-field transmission 

spectroscopy and reflection spectroscopy2-9. For colloidal nanoparticle solutions, 

dark-field transmission spectroscopy is very convenient since the colloid solution is 

transparent10. Transmission spectroscopy can also be applied to transparent 

substrates, such as glass1. For opaque substrates, reflection is the most commonly 

employed method, which compares the intensity of incident light with reflected 

light and scattered light11. In our case, the silicon base substrate is opaque in the 

visible spectrum, and therefore, we use normal incidence reflection spectroscopy to 

characterize the Au NG and Au NPy surfaces. 

 

5.2 Optical properties of real metals 
One of the most important technological characteristic optical features of metals is 

that they strongly reflect light and appear shiny. The shiny appearance is due to 

their very high reflection coefficients, which is caused by the interaction of the 

light with the free electrons present in the metal. For metals, there is strong 

reflection for all frequencies below a characteristic cut-off frequency called the 
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plasma frequency ωp, as was discussed in Chapter 3. From Chapter 3, we described 

that qualitatively the optical response of metals can be described by the Drude 

model for a free-electron gas, where the metal dielectric function is defined as 

, and γ is a damping rate constant. Although the Drude 

model is useful to gain a qualitative understanding of the basic physical behavior of 

surface plasmon polariton and local surface plasmon resonance behaviors, it is not 

sufficient to make quantitative predictions. In real metals, inter-band transitions 

affect the optical response. For Au, the inter-band absorption has a strong effect on 

the optical properties due to the bandgap between the d-band and the Fermi level12, 

which results in two inter-band transitions, λIB1≈470 nm and λIB2≈320 nm, which 

need to be included in the dielectric function. The optical properties of Au have 

been modeled with a partially empirical dielectric function13 

 

 (5.1) 

 

where ε∞=1.54, λp=177.5 nm, µp=14500 nm, A1=1.27, φ1=-π/4, λ1=470 nm, 

µ1=1900 nm, A2=1.10, φ2=-π/4, λ2=325 nm, µ2=1060 nm. In this case λp no longer 

has a direct physical meaning since plasma oscillations are affected by inter-band 

transitions. Since the dielectric function is complex then it can be expressed as 

, where ε1 is the real part of the dielectric function (Re[ε(λ)]) and ε2 is 

the imaginary part of the dielectric function (Im[ε(λ)]). Figure 5.1a shows the real 

and imaginary parts of ε(λ) plotted as a function of wavelength over the visible 

spectrum, where the dielectric function from equation 5.1 (solid lines) is compared 

to the experimental data from Johnson and Christy14. The index of refraction is also 

complex function of wavelength (or frequency) and is defined as 
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     (5.2) 

 

where n is the real part of the refraction index and K is the imaginary part, 

sometimes referred to as the extinction coefficient. The complex refractive index is 

related to the complex dielectric function , which results in  and 

, or  and . Figure 5.1b shows the 

functional relationship of the real and imaginary parts of Ñ and wavelength. The 

reflectivity R normally incident to a plane surface can be described by the Fresnel 

equation 

 

     (5.3)
 

 

where nd is the refractive index of the material in direction contact with the 

reflecting surface (e.g. nd=1 for air). At angles other than normal, the reflectivity is 

a function of the polarization direction of the incidence beam. 

Reflection spectroscopy is a non-destructive and non-contact technique that 

involves the measurement of light reflected from a sample with a non-patterned 

surface, and the corresponding spectrum is recorded. This technique is particularly 

useful for film thickness and refractive index measurements, as well as recording 

spectra of thin metal films. Figure 5.1d shows the reflectivity (dashed line: 

calculated with equation 5.3 and optical constants n and K from Figure 5.1b; solid 

line: measured) of a 70 nm thick polycrystalline Au layer deposited on a silicon 

substrate. For wavelengths above about 600 nm the reflectivity is very close to 100% 

and drops sharply for wavelengths in the ultraviolet, beginning at about 500 nm. 
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Since the inter-band transition near 500 nm will affect the plasmonic activity of the 

Au surface then we need to work with excitation laser wavelengths above about 

600 nm. In later chapters where we use the NPy and NG Au surfaces for SERS and 

Raman spectroscopy we use laser excitation wavelengths of 632.8 nm (HeNe) and 

785 nm (diode). 

 
Figure 5.1 Optical properties of thin polycrystalline Au films used for all 
experiments. (a) Real and imaginary dielectric function ε(λ) (solid line: calculated 
with equation 5.3; dotted line: experimental data from14) (b) Real and imaginary 
refractive index Ñ(λ)(solid line: calculated with equation 5.3; dotted line: 
experimental data from14) (c) p-polarized white light reflection measurement setup 
with manual height z and rotation angle θ adjustment (inset: polarization alignment 
θ=90°) (d) Measured (solid line) and calculated (dashed line) reflectivity from a Au 
surface. 
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5.3 Optical properties of patterned metal surfaces 
Surface plasmon polaritons (SPP) are electromagnetic waves confined to the 

interface between a metal-dielectric interface since the SPP propagation constant 

kspp is greater than the wave vector in the dielectric. The dispersion relation of the 

SPP traveling waves at a flat interface between a metal and a dielectric can be 

expressed as 

 

    (5.4) 

 

where ε(ω) is the dielectric function of the metal, and εd is the dielectric constant of 

the upper dielectric material, typically air (εair≈1) or water (εwater≈1.77) for 

biosensing applications. As was described in Chapter 3, the SPP dispersion curve 

lies to the right of the light line of the dielectric (ω=ck, where ω is frequency, c is 

the speed of light and k is the wave vector), and excitation of the SPP is not 

possible without providing phase-matching of the in-plane wave vector in the 

dielectric and the SPP wave vector kspp. The most common phase-matching 

technique is with the use of prism coupling, which is commonly employed for 

commercial biosensing systems, such as the SPR Imager II (GWC Technologies, 

USA.). Another well-known technique is grating coupling, where the pitch of a 

periodically patterned surface provides the required phase-matching to generate the 

SPP due to scattering. Figure 5.2 shows that the in-plane component of the incident 

photons wave vector and a periodic grating structure with pitch λg can be combined 

to provide the required phase-matching such that , where η is an 

integer and Λ=2π/λg. For gratings that have a small pitch to depth ratio, SPP 

excitation on metallic gratings can be described by perturbation theory and much 
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experimental evidence for these electromagnetic resonances has been reported15. It 

is well known that SPP excitation on shallow metallic grating structures can only 

be achieved in a small corner of the dispersion curve in the zero-order diffraction 

region16. The reason for this is that even with the added momentum due to 

scattering from the grating given to the incident radiation, the momentum of the 

SPP on such a structure is still close to the grazing photon momentum and it is thus 

excited just beyond the diffraction edge16. 

 
Figure 5.2 Phase-matching of incoming electromagnetic field wave vector with 
SPP propagation constant kspp using periodic metal grating 15. 

 

However, for high aspect ratio metallic monogratings the SPP dispersion curve 

may be so severely modified that resonant absorption of light due to SPP excitation 

may occur well within the zero-order region of the spectrum. It has been shown 

that such structures can display very strong optical features17. Subwavelength 

periodic patterned surfaces with Gaussian profiles have been shown to form 

standing wave SPP in narrow crevices with large localized electromagnetic field 

enhancements near the base of the crevice18, 19. More recently, Deng et al20 reported 

subwavelength gratings where the nanogap is formed by refilling the grating trench. 

In all reported subwavelength grating or patterned surfaces, large localized 

electromagnetic field enhancements were reported near the base of the nanogaps 
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due to strong coupling between surface charges from the opposing sides of the 

nearest-neighbor structures. Other reports21, 22 calculated the dispersion of SPPs for 

short-pitch deep metal gratings and found that very flat SPP bands are formed in 

the zero-order region of the spectrum. These flat-banded resonances are very 

different to the SPPs excited on shallow gratings, and have been explained as being 

due to hybrid waveguide-SPP resonances. 

5.4 Experimental methods 
Reflection spectroscopy is used to investigate the optical properties of the 

subwavelength Au NG and NPy surfaces as a function of the p-polarized white 

light excitation source wavelength. We expect the reflectivity to decrease to a 

minimum value at a certain wavelength that generates a local surface plasmon 

resonance in the narrow gap region between adjacent NG and NPy structures. We 

use the Au NG and NPy surfaces fabricated using the methods described in Chapter 

4. The Au layers are all 70 nm thick and deposited using conventional sputter 

coating. All measurements were conducted immediately following the deposition 

of the top Au layer. Figure 5.3 shows examples of the Au NG and NPy surfaces in 

scanning electron micrograph (SEM) images. The surface pitch λg is defined in 

both figures. The inset in both surface types shows the silicon template prior to Au 

sputter coating. The samples are aligned with the polarization of the white light 

source of the measurement system (Figure 5.1c). In cases where the reflectivity of 

the flat Au and nanopatterned Au surfaces are compared the spectrometer was first 

calibrated with an Al reflectivity standard (STAN-SSS, Ocean Optics). The 

reflection measurement system uses a p-polarized (LPVISB100, Applied Laser 

Technology) white light source (100W tungsten halogen lamp) focused on the 

surface with a microscope objective (10×/NA 0.3, Leica) at normal incidence. A 

diaphragm is used to reduce the measurement area in the case where the surface 

pattern area is small. The reflected beam is collected by the same objective and 
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passed through an analyzer (p-polarizer) through a multimode fiber (QP450-1-XSR, 

Ocean Optics) to the spectrometer with integrated detector (HR4000, Ocean 

Optics). 

 

 
Figure 5.3 Scanning electron micrograph images of Au nanotextured surfaces 
characterized in this chapter (a) NG surface (b) NPy surface. The inset images 
show the silicon surfaces prior to Au deposition. 

 
For all measurements a flat metal surface is used as a reference. The reflectivity 

behavior of the Au NG surfaces has been investigated in terms of polarization 

alignment between the excitation source and the surface structures and different 

dielectric materials. The in-plane component of the wave vector due to the 

excitation is defined here as , where , , and i and 

j refer to spatial coordinates x and y, respectively. The rotation angle of the sample 

stage (Figure 5.1c) is varied from 0°≤θ≤180°. For Au NG surfaces we expect the 

incoming electromagnetic field to excite the local surface plasmon resonance at 

θ=90° and no excitation at θ=0° and θ=180°. For Au NPy surfaces we expect that 

there will be have some level of plasmonic coupling of the incoming radiation. For 

θ=0° there will be plasmonic coupling to the nanogap perpendicular to the y-axis 
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and for θ=90° there will be coupling to the nanogap perpendicular to the x-axis. 

For θ=45° we expect coupling to both orthogonal nanogaps on the NPy surface. 

Measurements have been done with different dielectric materials using calibrated 

refractive index liquids: nd=1.3000, 1.5000, and 1.7050 (all from Cargille 

Laboratories, USA). By varying the rotation angle θ of the sample stage we 

measured the reflectivity change the sample orientation with the fixed light 

polarization. 

 

5.5 Results and discussion 
The reflectivity of Au NG and NPy surfaces (λg=150 nm and 200 nm) substrate is 

first measured in air and water, and two rotation angles θ=0° and θ=90° in the case 

of NG surfaces, with fixed source polarization position. For all measurements 

shown in Figure 5.4 the spectrometer was first calibrated with an Al reflectivity 

standard in order to compare the flat Au and nanotextured Au surfaces. Figure 5.4a 

shows the measured reflectivity of a flat Au surface in air and Au NPy surface with 

λg=150 nm in air and water. A clear reflectivity minimum, or local surface plasmon 

resonance, at λres≈520 nm emerges due to a red-shift of the reflectivity minimum 

when the refractive index of the upper surface in increased in water. Figure 5.4b 

shows the measured reflectivity of a flat Au surface in air and Au NG surface with 

λg=150 nm in air and water and for θ=0° and θ=90°. A reflectivity minimum 

appears at 550 nm for θ=90° and nd=1.33 for the Au NG surface. Figures 5.4c and 

5.4d show reflectivity measurements for Au NPy and Au NG surfaces with λg=200 

nm, respectively. The larger pitch surfaces show similar behavior with reflectivity 

minima in water at 535 nm and 625 nm, for Au NPy and Au NG surfaces, 

respectively. In all cases the reflectivity minima are very broad, which is most 
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likely due to inhomogeneously broadened average characteristics caused to a range 

of nanogap widths. 

 

 
Figure 5.4 Reflectivity measurements on Au NG and NPy substrates in air (nd=1) 
and deionized water (nd=1.33). (a) Au NPy surface with λg=150 nm in air and water, 
and as-deposited flat Au surface in air (b) Au NG surface with λg=150 nm in air and 
water and different polarization, and flat Au surface in air (c) Au NPy surface with 
λg=200 nm in air and water, and as-deposited flat Au surface in air (d) Au NG 
surface with λg=200 nm in air and water and different polarization, and flat Au 
surface in air. 

 

The excitation polarization dependence is demonstrated in the NG surfaces as 

coupling occurs only for p-polarized excitation (θ=90°) and not for s-polarization 

(θ=0°). Finally, all measurements shown in Figure 5.4 demonstrate that when the 

local surface plasmon resonance is near to the first Au inter-band transition then the 

plasmon coupling is reduced. From Figure 5.4, the reflectivity minimum is very 
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near the first Au inter-band transition wavelength. In order to visualize the 

excitation wavelength that resonantly excites the local surface plasmon clearly, the 

refractive index of the dielectric material was increased from nd=1.0 (air) to 

nd=1.33 (water). 

The plasmonic coupling behavior as a function of the NG structure alignment 

with the polarization of the excitation source is shown in reflectivity measurements 

in Figure 5.5 in both air and water. A flat Au surface (70 nm thick deposited on a 

silicon sample) is used as a reference measurement in both dielectric medium 

measurements. The excitation polarization is fixed and the sample is rotated from 

θ=0°, where the electric field polarization (s-polarized or TE: transverse electrical) 

of the source excitation is parallel to the length of the NG to θ=90° where the 

electric field polarization (p-polarized or TM: transverse magnetic) of the source 

excitation is perpendicular to the length of the NG. 

 

 
Figure 5.5 Reflectivity measurements on Au NG surface (λg=200 nm) in air (nd=1) 
and deionized water (nd=1.33) and rotation angle θ. 
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From Figure 5.5, the plasmonic coupling dependency on polarization alignment is 

clearly demonstrated where a rotation θ=0° (s-pol.) results in almost no plasmonic 

coupling and the subwavelength structures appear as a smooth flat surface as the 

reference surface. As the sample is rotated from θ=30° and θ=90° (p-pol.) the 

plasmonic coupling increases as evidenced by the reduction in reflectivity at the 

same resonant wavelength. Additionally, as described previously, an increase in the 

refractive index of the dielectric material produces a red-shift in the resonant 

wavelength. The reason for this strong polarization alignment dependency can be 

explained with the use of Figure 5.3a. The Au NG surfaces have nanogap structures 

that extend in only one direction, and therefore, since we require the TM 

polarization of the excitation radiation to be aligned perpendicular to the nanogap 

in order to excite the local surface plasmon resonance, therefore, alignment is 

critical. 

In the case of Au NPy surfaces, reflectivity measurements do not indicate a 

polarization dependency, most likely due to the low extinction ratio of the polarizer. 

However, in Chapter 6, a polarization dependency is shown using Raman 

spectroscopy measurements, which further supports the argument involving the 

splitting of the in-plane wave vector k into components kx and ky, which contributes 

to the plasmonic coupling into the orthogonal nanogaps of the NPy surfaces. Figure 

5.6 shows reflectivity measurements from Au NPy surfaces (λg=200nm) using four 

different dielectric materials (calibrated refractive index liquids nd=1.300, nd=1.500, 

and nd=1.705). A flat Au surface with the appropriate dielectric material was used 

for a reference for each measurement. In air (εd=1.0), the reflectivity minimum 

occurs near λres≈505 nm, which is very close to the first Au inter-band transition 

(λIB1), and therefore, the surface plasmon resonance is weakly represented. The 

inset image shows an image of the Au NPy surface (area: 3 cm2) in air. The 

addition of the refractive index liquid with nd=1.3 (εd=1.7) results in a clear red-
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shifted resonance minimum in the reflectivity with a wavelength of λres≈526 nm. 

The inset image shows a bright red color change for ∆nd=0.3. The surface is 

cleaned with acetone and isopropyl alcohol and dried with pure N2. After cleaning, 

the index liquid with nd=1.5 (εd=2.25) was added to the surface resulting in a 

further red-shifted resonance minimum in the reflectivity with a wavelength of 

λres≈558 nm (∆λres≈32 nm).  

 

 
Figure 5.6 Reflectivity measurements of Au NPy surfaces (λg=200 nm) in air (nd=1) 
and three different refractive index liquids (nd=1.3000, nd=1.5000, and nd=1.7050). 
The inset images show the reflected color change associated with the index liquid. 
Note that the reflected color is complementary to the color associated with the 
resonance wavelength. 
 

The inset image shows a purple color for ∆nd=0.3. After cleaning and drying the 

final index liquid with nd=1.7050 (εd=2.91) resulted in a further red-shifted 
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resonance minimum in the reflectivity with a wavelength λres≈603 nm (∆λres≈42 

nm). The inset image shows a green color change for ∆nd=0.205. The reflected 

color change associated with the refractive index liquid is complementary to the 

color associated with the resonance wavelength. The red-shift of the resonance 

wavelength can be compared to the local surface plasmon resonance properties of 

small spheres, which have been computed with an analytical model of the Au 

dielectric function23. 

Figure 5.7 shows a comparison of the local surface plasmon resonance 

wavelength shift with increasing refractive index of the top dielectric layer between 

the Au NPy (λg=200 nm) surfaces (dotted line) and small Au nanoparticles (dashed 

line). Using the simplified Drude model of the metal dielectric function, the 

resonant wavelength of small metal nanospheres is , where λp is 

the wavelength of the metal plasmon. 

 

 
Figure 5.7 Local surface plasmon resonance shift as a function of the top surface 
dielectric constant εd ( ) measured for the Au NPy (λg=200 nm) surface 
(dotted line) and calculated for a small Au nanosphere (dashed line)23. 
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These results indicate that a laser wavelength of 532 nm in air and water is 

preferred and will produce the largest electromagnetic field enhancements for 

SERS. However, In reality, using the 532 nm laser for the SERS measurement will 

not generate large field enhancements as most of the excitation energy is 

apparently lost due to the close proximity with the first Au inter-band transition. 

One way to overcome this problem is to increase the pitch dimensions of the NPy 

surfaces, which results in a red-shift of the resonance wavelength as was shown by 

increasing the diameter of nanoparticles24. By using NPy with λg=500 nm the 

resonance wavelength red-shifts λres≈550 nm in air and red-shifts further to 600 nm 

in water. The 500 nm pitch NPy surfaces also did not demonstrate a polarization 

dependence. These optical characterization results have aided in understanding the 

NG and NPy local surface plasmon resonance, and also greatly helped us to 

precisely design SERS surfaces with the largest enhancement factors. 

In addition to the normal incidence reflectivity measurements, angle resolved 

reflectivity measurements using a conventional spectroscopic ellipsometer (VASE 

Ellipsometer, J.A. Woollam, Inc.) have been conducted. Since conventional 

measurement instruments use excitation sources that have large spot diameters (~1 

mm), then this type measurement is only possible with nanotextured surfaces with 

very uniform and well controlled nanostructures over large surface areas, as in the 

case of the NPy surfaces patterned using laser interference lithography, as 

presented in Chapter 4. Figure 5.8 shows the measured p-polarized reflectivity Rp 

and s-polarized reflectivity Rs. The Au NPy surfaces are coated with a thin layer of 

polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA) with a refractive index nd≈1.5. Figure 5.8a 

shows the reflectivity Rp as a function of incidence angle θ and excitation energy. 

The Rp minimum at θ=15 degrees and nd≈1.5 corresponds to the normal incidence 

reflectivity measurements (Figure 5.6, nd=1.5000). As the incidence angle is 

increased the reflectivity minimum wavelength red-shifts. The minimum 
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reflectivity Rp≈1% occurs at an incidence angle of θ≈55 degrees. Figure 5.8b 

shows the reflectivity Rs as a function of incidence angle θ and excitation energy. 

 

 
Figure 5.8 Angle resolved reflectivity as a function of the incident angle θ and 
excitation energy. Incidence angle is varied from 15º≤θ ≤75º, where θ=0º is normal 
incidence. (a) p-polarized reflectivity Rp (b) s-polarized reflectivity Rs Since the Au 
NPy surfaces with λg=200 nm, a 100 nm-thick layer of spin cast PMMA with a 
refractive index nd≈1.5. 
 

The Rs minimum also occurs at θ=15 degrees and nd≈1.5 corresponds to the normal 

incidence reflectivity measurements (Figure 5.6, nd=1.5000). As the incidence 

angle is increased the reflectivity minimum wavelength blue-shifts. An additional 

reflectivity Rs dip occurs for θ=75 degrees at a wavelength near 620 nm. We are 

currently developing a theoretical model to explain the incidence angle dependent 

reflectivity behavior, however, it is evident that the local surface plasmon 

resonance is strongly dependent on the azimuthal angle alignment of excitation 
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polarization and the Au NPy geometry as well the alignment with the incidence 

angle. 

 

5.6 Conclusion 
Using reflectance spectroscopy we have studied the plasmonic coupling behavior 

of both NG and NPy. The wavelength (or energy) where the minimum reflectivity 

occurs is considered to be the resonant local surface plasmon wavelength and was 

found to be very close to the first Au inter-band transition with an air dielectric 

medium. Using dielectric medium with an increased refractive index caused a red-

shift in the resonant wavelength and the reflectivity minimum could be clearly 

resolved. From the measurements presented in this chapter, we conclude that for 

Au NPy surfaces sample orientation, with respect to the excitation source 

polarization, does not severely affect the plasmonic coupling to the nanogap 

structures. However, sample orientation of the Au NG surfaces is very important in 

order to facilitate plasmonic coupling since the nanogaps are patterned in one 

direction (in the case of NPy surface nanogaps exist two directions perpendicular to 

each other and extend the length of the sample). Understanding the local surface 

plasmon resonance coupling with the excitation source aids us in the design of the 

SERS measurements by using an appropriate laser wavelength and dielectric 

medium in order to achieve the highest and most uniform enhancement factors. 
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Chapter 6 
 
 
 

 
 

SERS substrate characterization using 
Raman spectroscopy 

 
 
 
 
 
The SERS substrates are characterized with Raman spectroscopy using well-known 

probe molecules to assess the performance of the substrates in terms of the 

magnitude and spatial uniformity of the non-resonant enhancement factor (EF). 

First, we use the probe molecule rhodamine-6G (R6G) in an aqueous solution and 

assess the enhancement capability of the substrate by reducing the solution 

concentration and estimate the number of molecules in single point measurements. 

The magnitude and spatial uniformity of the EF factor of the SERS substrate are 

assessed using a monolayer of benzene-thiol (BT) chemisorbed directly on the Au 

surface. The EF distribution, and associated mean and standard deviation, are 

assessed over large surface areas with about 10,000 measured spectra.5 

  

                                                 
5 Modified from: M. Jin, V.V. Pully, C. Otto, A. van den Berg, E.T. Carlen, High-Density Periodic 
Arrays of Self-Aligned Subwavelength Nanopyramids for Surface Enhanced Raman Spectroscopy, J. 
Phys. Chem. C 114, 21953, 2010. 
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6.1 Introduction 
Since the discovery of SERS on noble metal surfaces1-3, a new era for Raman 

spectroscopy has emerged for molecular identification in aqueous solutions at low 

sample concentrations, which provides a unique capability for the label-free 

detection and identification of a variety of different analytes. Since the first SERS 

report, Raman scattering enhancements spanning several orders of magnitude, 

compared to normal Raman scattering, down to the single-molecule level have 

been reported4-8. The mechanisms responsible for SERS on metal nanostructured 

surfaces include electromagnetic field enhancements, molecular resonances and 

charge-transfer transitions9; however, the electromagnetic enhancement is 

considered the dominant process10. The electromagnetic field enhancement is 

electrodynamically generated when surface plasmons of the metal nanostructures 

couple with incident excitation photons. Metal nanostructures with sharp points 

and rod-shaped nano-particles produce locally enhanced electromagnetic fields due 

to the lightning-rod effect; however, the largest electromagnetic enhancements 

arise from the plasmon interactions of at least two adjacent nanostructures (dimers) 

in the form of spatially localized surface plasmon resonances that lead to large 

electromagnetic field enhancements of the excitation field near the metal surface 

and enabled the detection of SERS from single molecule4-8. The small separation 

gaps between dimers are typically referred to as SERS hot-spots and have 

motivated the field of hot-spot engineering in an attempt to optimize the SERS 

figure of merit, which includes large enhancements with high spatial uniformity, 

dynamic range, and polarization independence. 

 

6.1.1 Enhancement factor figure of merit 
The quality of a SERS substrate is essentially related to its enhancement factor 

(EF), which is a measurement to quantify the amplification of inelastically 
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scattered photons from a molecule of interest in near proximity to a nanostructured 

metal surface compared to the intensity generated from the same molecule in 

solution or adsorbed to a non-amplifying surface. The SERS enhancement factor 

that we consider in this thesis is the non-resonant average EF, which is different 

than the maximum EF. In general, the magnitude of the average EF is lower than 

the maximum EF11. There are some requirements for calculating the SERS EF. 

First, the intensity of the Raman signal from a known number of analyte molecules 

needs to be determined. While maintaining the measurement environment constant 

we then determine the Raman intensity from the same number of analytes on the 

SERS substrate, where it is assumed that all molecules are attached to the substrate 

surface. Therefore, the average EF can be estimated as 

 

       (6.1) 

 

where ISERS [photons s-1] is the intensity of the Raman signal from a specific 

number of analyte molecules on the SERS substrate and IRS [photons s-1] is the 

intensity of Raman signal from the same number of analyte molecules without the 

SERS substrate. Unfortunately, it is very difficult to have exactly the same number 

of analyte molecules for the two measurements. If we assume that every molecule 

will equally contribute to the intensity of the Raman signal, then the SERS 

enhancement factor can be estimated as 

 

    (6.2) 

 

where NSERS is the number of analyte molecules that contribute to the intensity of 

Raman signal from the SERS substrate and NRS is the number of analyte molecules 
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that contribute to the intensity of the Raman signal without the SERS substrate. 

However, the exact number of molecules that contribute to measured intensities is 

difficult to obtain and we need to estimate the required parameters. Since the ISERS 

originates from molecules very near the surface then NSERS≈2DSERSHenhLenh where 

DSERS [molecules nm-2] is the density of the analyte molecules on the surface, 2Henh 

[nm] is the height of the two surfaces in the nanogap enhancement region that 

contains the attached probe molecules, and Lenh [nm] is the length of the 

enhancement region (dependent on the laser spot size at beam waist). The Raman 

signal from the solution measurement depends on the characteristics of the optical 

collection volume and must be estimated separately to determine the number of 

analyte molecules. Since many SERS measurements are done in aqueous solution, 

a practical method is to use the concentration of the analyte. In aqueous solution, 

we assume everywhere the number of molecules is the same and all the molecules 

in the detection volume contribute equally to the Raman measurement. We define 

[CRS] as the concentration [molecules nm-3] of the same analyte without the SERS 

substrate. The number of analyte molecules in the optical detection volume can be 

estimated as NRS≈[CRS]ASHeff, where AS [nm2] is the beam waist area of the 

excitation laser source and Heff [nm] is the effective height of the optical detection 

volume and will be discussed further later in this section. Therefore, the average 

enhancement factor can be estimated as 

 

   (6.3) 

 

This modified expression is especially effective when self-assembled monolayers 

of Raman active molecules are chemisorbed onto the Au surfaces using a thiol (-SH) 

Au reaction and provide a reasonably accurate estimation of the number of surface 

molecules. The parameters introduced in this section will be estimated in the 
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characterization methods section of the chapter. It should be noted that the 

approach used to estimate the number of molecules that contribute to the scattered 

intensity approximately eliminates the requirement to consider the differences 

between the excitation laser spot area As and the detection area Ad, which depends 

on the optical path (e.g. fibers and lenses) and spectrometer configuration (e.g. 

transmission and aperture ratio (f/#)) because we use a ratio of two measurements 

performed on the same instrument with identical configuration. 

 

6.1.2 Polarization dependence 
It is well known that the localized surface plasmon located between adjacent 

nanostructures is sensitive to the polarization of the excitation signal change, which 

directly affects the electromagnetic field distribution in the hot-spot regions12. 

Since the magnitude of the electromagnetic field directly affects the SERS 

enhancement, then optimizing the polarization characteristics of coupling the 

excitation signal to the localized surface plasmon will also maximize the SERS 

signal12. For many SERS substrates, aligning the excitation polarization with the 

geometry of the nanostructures is very important to maximize the SERS 

enhancement. The polarization alignment in this thesis was done by manual 

rotation of excitation laser beam using a λ/2 manual rotator plate 

 

6.2 Characterization methods 
The performance of the new SERS substrates is evaluated by assessing the average 

non-resonant EF using two different types of probe molecules and evaluation 

methods. In the first method, physically adsorbed R6G molecules in DI water are 

introduced to the SERS substrate in a small sample volume (10-5 L) and allowed to 

incubate for a fixed amount of time (15 min.). The sample concentration is then 
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reduced it is no longer possible in a reasonable amount of time to detect the probe 

molecules. The single-point measurement average EF is then estimated using the 

techniques described in this chapter. In the second method, a chemisorbed 

monolayer of BT molecules are uniformly chemisorbed to the Au surfaces. The BT 

monolayer covered NPy Au surfaces are then measured and large areas (~104 µm2) 

of the substrate are imaged, which contains 2500 full spectra per measurement 

image. The EF of specific vibration modes are estimated and statistical 

distributions are estimated using histograms. 

 

6.2.1 Physical adsorption in aqueous environment 
Raman spectra of physically adsorbed R6G in aqueous DI water solutions on flat 

and patterned NPy surfaces coated with Au have been measured. Although SERS 

studies of R6G on Ag surfaces have been previously reported4,6,7,13, we used Au 

surfaces due to its chemical stability. All samples of varying concentrations were 

diluted from a stock solution of 10-2 M R6G (9-[2-(ethoxycarbonylphenyl]-3,6-

bis(ethylamino)-2,7-dimethylxanthylium chloride, Aldrich, R4127) that was 

prepared by dissolving 4.8 mg of R6G in DI water. A 10-5 L aliquot of each 

solution was placed in the center of the NPy surface and immediately covered with 

a glass slide. Each sample was incubated for 15 minutes at room temperature prior 

to a measurement. The sample was then placed under the objective of the 

previously described confocal Raman microscope and horizontal nanogaps were 

aligned perpendicular to the excitation polarization. Raman measurements were 

done with both measurement systems using laser sources 632.8 nm, 647.1 nm, and 

785 nm. All data were smoothed with an FFT smoothing algorithm with n=3 data 

points. 
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6.2.2 Chemisorbed monolayers in dry environment 
Raman spectra of chemisorbed BT on flat and patterned NPy surfaces coated with 

Au have been measured in an air environment. The BT monolayers provide a more 

accurate estimation of the average enhancement factor and have been widely used 

for characterization of SERS substrates14-17. The BT monolayers were prepared by 

placing clean Au (70 nm thickness) coated NPy surfaces into a 4 mM BT ethanol 

solution over night in order to form a densely packed monolayer on the patterned 

NPy surface especially in the nanogap regions between adjacent NPy. The 

substrate was gently rinsed with dehydrated ethanol a few times and dried with 

pure N2 gas. Raman spectra of BT were excited with He-Ne laser (632.8 nm) with 

two different objectives, and two different sets of data were collected with each 

objective: 100×/NA 0.9 objective with 2mW laser power (measured at the entrance 

of the microscope objective) and a 20×/NA 0.4 objective with 5 mW laser power. 

The BT spectra were recorded with measurement system 2. The integration time 

for all Raman spectra is 100 ms. 

 

6.2.3 Measurement instrumentation 

Two confocal Raman microscopy systems have been used for measurements for all 

measurements presented in this chapter. The first Raman measurement system 

(measurement system 1) records spectral information from 646 to 849 nm in 1600 

pixels on a TE-cooled electron-multiplied charged coupled device (Newton DU-

970N, Andor Technology, Belfast, Northern Ireland). A cw krypton ion laser 

(Coherent, Innova 90K, Santa Clara, CA; λo= 647.1 nm) was used as a single 

excitation source with a power of 135 μW. A Nikon M-Plan 40×/NA 0.4 SLWD 

bright field objective (WD: 14.9 mm) was used to focus (diffraction limited with 

approximately 400 nm diameter18) the laser on the nanostructured surface at normal 

incidence and to collect the Raman scattered light from the sample surface. 
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Measurement system 2 is a confocal Raman measurement system (alpha300R, 

Witech GmbH) with a NIR UHTS300 spectrometer (f/4 300 mm FL; grating: 600 

L mm-1) combined with a TE-cooled electron-multiplied charged coupled device 

detector (Newton DU970P-BV, Andor Technology, Belfast, Northern Ireland), 

diode laser (Topica Photonics XTRA single frequency diode laser; 500 mW; 

λo=785 nm), Helium-Neon laser (Research Electro-optics, Model 32413, λo=632.8 

nm, 35 mW), both connected to a 3 m single-mode fiber, and focusing was done 

with a Zeiss EC EPiPlan 20×/0.4 NA objective (WD: 3.1 mm), a Nikon CFI 

Achromat oil immersion 100×/1.25 NA objective (CGC; WD: 0.23 mm) and, 

Olympus MPLFLN 100×/0.9 NA objective (WD: 1 mm, F.N. 26.5) 

 

6.2.4 Enhancement factor parameter estimation  

The estimation of the average EF requires the determination of the number of 

molecules excited for the respective measurement. For the normal Raman 

measurement IRS, the number of molecules excited and measured with the optical 

system NRS≈[CRS]ASHeff requires the determination of the area of the laser beam 

waist As and the effective height of the optical collection system. The measurement 

systems used for measurements in this thesis use a confocal detection arrangement. 

Therefore, Heff is the effective confocal depth using the beam waist as a constant 

width. We use an empirical method to estimate the effective confocal depth using 

the same measurement system configuration used for a particular measurement, i.e. 

objective lens, laser source, polarization. A flat surface of a polished silicon wafer 

is placed in the path of the laser beam of the measurement system and the intensity 

of the 521 cm-1 Raman line of the silicon sample (Figure 6.1a) is monitored as the 

silicon sample is moved throughout the confocal volume of the measurement 

system (Figure 6.1b, inset). In Figure 6.1b, the measured intensity profile is shown 

as the sample is scanned throughout the confocal volume and each measurement 
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point represents the magnitude of the 521 cm-1 peak using the 20×/NA 0.4 

objective of measurement system 2. 

 

 
Figure 6.1 Estimation of the effective confocal height Heff of measurement system 
2 with a 20×/0.4 NA objective lens. (a) Typical measured spectrum of silicon 
sample (b) Measured intensity profile as sample is scanned throughout the confocal 
volume (-40 µm≤z≤40 µm). 
 

From the measured intensity profile as a function of scan height z, the maximum 

intensity Imax represents the measurement at z=0, which is the beam waist. Equating 

the area under the intensity profile with the area shown in the highlighted region of 

Figure 6.1b results in the effective confocal height estimation calibrated to the 

beam waist. 

 

        (6.4) 

In should be noted that when this method is used to estimate Heff then the 

measurements used for EF estimation should be done at sample position z=0 where 

a calibration intensity peak is maximum. For the 20×/0.4 NA objective Heff≈14.8 
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µm. Similar measurements were performed with other microscope objectives, i.e. a 

100×/0.9 NA lens with Heff≈1.9 µm. The estimation of the area of the laser beam 

waist As is done using conventional theory of the Gaussian diffraction limited spot 

size. 

For the SERS measurement the number of molecules on the surface 

NSERS≈DSERSHenhLenh that produce the measured intensity ISERS requires the 

estimation of DSERS, Henh and Lenh. The molecular surface density of the 

chemisorbed thiolated molecules on an Au surface is based on previous reports, 

DSERS≈5 molecules nm-2 19. The estimation of the enhancement height and length 

requires knowledge of the electromagnetic field in the nanogap, which is a function 

the surface pitch, depth, geometry and metal dielectric properties. We have used a 

two-dimensional finite difference time domain (FDTD) numerical solution of 

Maxwell’s equations of the crevice profile using the appropriate dielectric function 

of the deposited Au layer. Figure 6.2 shows examples of numerical simulation 

results of the electric field distribution in the nanogap between adjacent NPy 

structures. Figure 6.2a shows the 2D profile of a nanogap that was measured from a 

typical sample using tapping mode atomic force microscope (AFM) with super 

sharp tips (average diameter 2 nm). The AFM data was imported into the 

commercial FDTD solver (Fullwave, RSoft, Inc). The total electric-field magnitude 

 is shown in Figure 6.2b and the magnitude of the magnetic field 

 is shown in the inset. Figure 6.2c shows high resolution scanning electron 

microscopy (HR-SEM) images of the metal-coated NPy surfaces. Figure 6.2d 

shows the distribution of the  as a function of distance z at the center of 

the nanogap x=0. From Figure 6.2d we estimate the height of the enhancement 

region Henh≈7 nm for all measured results presented in this thesis. It should be 

noted that the Au deposition method results in surfaces that are relatively rough,  
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Figure 6.2 NPy gap-plasmon resonators. (a) High-resolution atomic force 
microscopy NPy cross-section profile converted to 2D simulation model, (b) 2D 
FDTD simulation results showing the spatial dependence of the total electric field 
magnitude  and magnetic field magnitude  at the base of the 
nanogap region, (c) High-resolution scanning electron microscopy image of a 
section of a NPy surface with λg=200 nm, (d) distribution of the  as a 
function of distance z at the center of the nanogap x=0. 
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which affects the geometry of the nanogap profile. Therefore, we expect that the 

electric field profile and magnitude will vary and accordingly will contribute to the 

overall EF spatial variation. The length of the enhancement region Lenh depends 

area of the excitation beam on the surface and the polarization alignment of the 

laser source and the surface. For all measurements presented in this thesis, the laser 

source polarization was aligned perpendicular to one of the directions on the NPy 

surface. For the 20×/0.4 NA objective Lenh≈4 µm, and for the 100×/0.9 NA 

objective Lenh≈0.4 µm. 

 

6.3 Results and discussion 
The Raman spectrum consists of scattered intensity plotted against frequency shift 

∆ν. Each peak corresponds to a given Raman shift from the incident excitation 

wavelength. If the molecule is excited to a vibrational state when an incident 

photon is scattered, the photon may lose energy when scattered, leading to Stokes 

Raman scattering. The Stokes and anti-Stokes Raman peaks are symmetrically 

positioned about the Rayleigh peak, but their intensities are very different except 

for low vibrational energies. We record the Stokes Raman scattered intensity using 

an optical edge filter. As previously described, the SERS substrates are 

characterized using two different probe molecules to assess the performance of the 

substrates in terms in of the magnitude and spatial uniformity of the EF. First, R6G 

in aqueous solution is used to assess the enhancing capability of the substrate by 

reducing the solution concentration and estimate the number of molecules in single 

point measurements. In a second set of experiments, the magnitude and spatial 

uniformity of the EF factor of the SERS substrate are assessed using a monolayer 

of BT chemisorbed directly on the Au surface. The EF distribution, and associated 

mean and standard deviation, are assessed over large surface areas with about 

10,000 measured spectra over relatively large areas ~104 µm2. 
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6.3.1 Physically adsorbed R6G measurements 

The first characterization studies were conducted with R6G, which is a commonly 

used molecule for demonstration of the SERS effect and for single molecule 

studies based on surface enhanced resonant Raman scattering (SERRS). The reason 

for the ubiquity of R6G for SERS studies is due to its relatively large differential 

scattering cross-section dσ/dΩ~10-27 cm2/sr,11 and therefore, results in relatively 

large signal intensities. One drawback of using R6G, a fluorescent laser dye, is that 

its optical absorption maximum occurs at about 535 nm, and therefore, the 

measured signals can contain a combination of inelastically scattered photons and 

photons due to the excitation of fluorescence of the molecule. Fluorescence is not a 

scattering process, and fluorescence emission from most liquids and solids does not 

have vibrational structure. Even weak fluorescence can be much stronger than 

Raman scattering, easily overwhelming the Raman signal. In order to avoid this 

situation the laser excitation wavelength is chosen far from the absorption 

wavelength.  

 

 
Figure 6.3 R6G molecular details. (a) schematic diagram of the molecular 
structure showing the xanthene ring in the lower outlined region of the molecule 
and upper phenyl ring, (b) UV/Vis absorption spectrum. 
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The drawback to this approach is that excitation with wavelengths toward the near 

infrared result in lower scattered intensity due the ν-4 dependency. Figure 6.3 

shows a schematic diagram of R6G and measured UV/Vis spectra from R6G in DI 

water. The measured absorption spectrum shows a very small amount of absorption 

for wavelengths above about 600 nm and all measurements of R6G are down with 

632.8 nm, 647.1 nm, and 785 nm laser wavelengths. 

Figure 6.4 shows representative measurements of 5×10-6 M R6G in deionized 

water on flat (dashed line) and NPy Au surfaces (solid line) excited at λo=647 nm 

(measurement setup 1). The lower trace shows the measured sample response from 

a flat Au surface, which consists of the deposited Au film on a flat SiO2/Si surface 

using identical measurement conditions.  

 

 
Figure 6.4 Raman measurements of R6G adsorbed on flat (dotted) and NP (solid) 
surfaces. λg=200 nm and solution concentration [CSERS]=5×10-6 M. 
The measured spectral characteristics of R6G on the NPy surfaces include 611, 773, 

1011, 1184, 1311, 1363, 1568, and 1650 cm-1. The 611, 773, and 1184 cm-1 modes 

are associated with C–C–C ring in-plane, out-of-plane bending, and C–C stretching 

vibrations, respectively, and the 1363, 1568, and 1650 cm-1 modes are associated 
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with aromatic C–C stretching vibrations,4 however, the 1650 cm-1 mode is reported 

to have contributions from C-H bending modes of the xanthene ring and the 1011 

cm-1 mode is associated with the phenyl ring and COOC2H5 side groups.20 The 

measured vibrational spectra compare well with previous reports with the 

exception of the 1011 cm-1 mode4,21. It should be noted that most previous studies 

were conducted under surface enhanced resonance Raman conditions with an 

excitation wavelength near the peak absorption wavelength of R6G (~532 nm). 

Figure 6.5 shows measured Raman spectra for the 10-7 M R6G concentration in DI 

water, which includes the 934, 1011, 1124, 1266, 1312, 1382, 1525, 1599, and 

1636 cm-1 modes, where all modes have been previously reported4,7,21.  

 

 
Figure 6.5 Raman measurements of R6G adsorbed on flat (dotted) and NP (solid) 
surfaces. λg=200 nm and solution concentration [CSERS]=10-7 M. 
 

The 1011 cm-1 and 1525 cm-1 modes have not been previously reported; the 1525 

cm-1 mode has not been previously reported under SERS or resonant SERS 

conditions and is associated with vibration of the xanthene ring and NHC2H5 end 

groups.20 The 1636 cm-1 mode has not been previously assigned and is likely 
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related to the 1650 cm-1 xanthene ring mode. All measurements are accompanied 

by a broadband white continuum under the Raman lines as previously reported, 

which has been explained as continuous scattering from the underlying metal21, 22; 

however, the flat metal surfaces do not exhibit this behavior. More recently, a 

model describing a combination of plasmonic and charge transfer between the 

molecule and metal surface effects has been reported to explain the well known 

SERS background. 

 
Figure 6.6 Raman measurements of R6G adsorbed on flat (dotted) and NP (solid) 
surfaces. λg=500 nm and solution concentration [CSERS]=10-6 M and 10×10-6 M. 
Since R6G adsorbs strongly to glass surfaces, we estimate that half of the available  

 

Since each measurement was performed with a known sample volume, we estimate 

an upper limit of ~760 R6G molecules adsorbed on the NPy surface in the confocal 

imaging area, which is estimated by considering that the 10-5 L volume of sample 

spreads over the entire substrate surface (area: 50 mm2) when covered with the 

glass slide (25×25 mm2, Menzel-Glaser), and therefore, the sample approximately 

conforms to an area of 50 mm2 and 0.2 mm height. R6G molecules are available to 

adsorb to the Au surface. The 10-7 M sample with 10-5 L volume results in 0.5×(10-7 
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mol L-1)×(10-5 L)×(6.02×1023 mol-1)≈3×1011 molecules. As an upper limit 

estimation of the number of R6G molecules adsorbed on the surface, we assume 

that all molecules in the half-space adsorb uniformly onto the entire Au surface, 

thus resulting in a surface coverage density of (3×1011 molecules)/(50×10-6 

m2)≈6×1015 molecules m-2.  Assuming a circular 400 nm diameter diffraction 

limited spot size of the confocal microscope results in an upper limit of (1.3×10-13 

m2)×(6×1015 molecules m-2)≈756 molecules in the excitation region, which is 

reasonable since the lateral dimensions are much larger than the vertical dimension 

(>20×).  

 
Figure 6.7 Raman measurements of R6G adsorbed on flat (dotted) and NG 
surfaces with λg=200 nm and R6G concentration [CSERS]=5×10-6 M. 

 

Considering R6G molecules adsorbed only in the polarization direction of the hot-

spot regions results in an upper limit of about 24 molecules in the excitation region. 

It should be noted that the electromagnetic enhancement occurs only for the field 

polarization perpendicular to the length of the cavity, and therefore, a much smaller 

region of the total excitation region provides the large electromagnetic 

enhancement, and therefore, the measured response is due to a small number of 
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molecules. A more precise assessment of the number of molecules represented in 

the 10-7 M measurement (Figure 6.5) is not possible with the current measurement 

system since the exact location of the active region of the crevice is not known, 

however, the measured spectra of the 10-7 M R6G concentration is associated with 

just a few R6G molecules in DI water. Figure 6.6 shows R6G spectra from a NPy 

surface with λg=500 nm and excitation λo=785 nm (experimental setup number 

two).  The 500 nm pitch NPy arrays have lower enhancements at the excitation 

wavelengths used here as evidenced by the requirement for larger R6G 

concentrations (10-5 M), which is consistent with previous reports23. Figure 6.7 

shows measured R6G spectra from a nanogroove array (and flat Au surface) at 

λo=785 nm. Although the background spectrum is different, nine of the major R6G 

modes are shown, which demonstrates Raman activity of the nanogroove surfaces 

with similar measured intensities. 

For low sample concentrations (<10-6 M) the measurements are consistent with 

the population averaging effect.4, 24 For R6G sample concentrations ranging from 

10-6 M to 10-4 M (not all data shown), the measured spectra are very consistent and 

repeatable with respect to location and time. The enhancement factor has been 

estimated by comparing the peak heights of vibration spectra on the NPy array 

surfaces with peak heights from reference measurements in solution while 

maintaining the same laser power, optical microscope system, spectrometer 

configuration, and R6G sample. A larger R6G concentration is used for the normal 

Raman reference measurement. The resulting areal average enhancement factor 

was estimated in equation 6.2. Due to the pre-resonance activity of R6G and low 

required laser power, enhancement factors at all measured vibration modes was not 

possible, however, an average EF~106 has been measured for the ∆ν=1310 cm-1 

mode and we consider this to be a lower bound for the Raman scattering 

enhancement. 
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6.3.2 Chemisorbed BT measurements 
Further studies of the SERS substrates have been conducted by attaching a 

monolayer of BT to the Au surface. Benzene and its derivatives, such as pyridine 

and pyrazine, are popular Raman probe molecules as they have reasonably large 

differential scattering cross-sections dσ/dΩ~10-29 cm2/sr25, well-characterized and 

relatively small number of Raman active modes. Figure 6.8 shows some details of 

BT that are relevant for the use as a probe molecule to characterize the SERS 

substrates.  

 
Figure 6.8 BT molecular details. (a) schematic diagram of molecular structure (b) 
UV/Vis absorption spectrum (c) dominant Raman vibration modes. 

There is no optical absorption above about 300 nm for BT in a DI water solution, 

and therefore, offers good optical properties to evaluate the SERS substrate figure 

of merit. The dominant vibration modes of the BT chemisorbed on a Au surface are 

shown in Figure 6.8c. There are two interesting aspects that we use to evaluate the 

performance of the SERS substrate using a single monolayer of BT molecules. The 

first is the enhancement factor and the second is the excitation polarization 
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dependence. In the previous section, we have introduced the enhancement factor 

calculation method and introduced the average enhancement factor calculated by 

using R6G solutions as the characterization molecule. In this section, the substrate 

is covered with a monolayer of BT molecules, which enables the estimation of the 

average enhancement factor more precisely than physical adsorption from a low 

concentration of molecules.  

 
Figure 6.9 Measure spectra of chemisorbed BT on 200 nm pitch NPy surface. 

 

It is also interesting to know the uniformity of the substrate by measuring the SERS 

of BT monolayer molecules and combined with Raman spatial imaging. The 

surface coverage characteristics and uniformity of the enhancement factors of the 

measured Raman spectra have been evaluated on Au NPy surfaces using BT 

monolayers. For these measurements the ambient medium is air. In Figure 6.9, a 

representative Raman spectrum is shown with the different vibrational mode of BT 

molecules. Every vibration mode is directly related to BT and has been reported19. 

Note that the 917 cm-1 vibration mode, associated with the S-H bond, that occurs 
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for BT in free solution does not appear in the chemisorbed BT to Au and is a good 

indicator of the monolayer formation19,25.  The measured spectrum of BT on a flat 

Au layer is also shown in Figure 6.9, and does not contain any detectable vibration 

peaks. The measured spectrum of clean NPy and flat Au coated surface are shown 

in the inset of the Figure 6.9, which show no vibrational information and 

establishes the background noise floor of the measurement. Also note that the 

broad 

 

 
Figure 6.10 Raman scan of the 200 nm NPy substrate and Raman spectra used to 
mapping the substrate surface. (a)-(d) show the Raman map of different vibration 
mode of BT (998 cm-1, 1022 cm-1, 1076 cm-1 and 1575 cm-1). (e) BT SERS spectra. 
The excitation wavelength is 633 nm and a 20×/0.4 NA objective lens was used. 
Raman spectra of BT from neat material and on the NPy substrate. The excitation 
laser is 632.8 nm with a 100 ms integration time and 5 mW laser power measured 
at the entrance of the objective. 
 

 

background signal is not present in the BT chemisorbed to the flat Au surface 

(Figure 6.9) or the neat BT solution (Figure 6.10) measurements. 

Figures 6.10a-d show the Raman image maps of different vibrational modes 

(999 cm-1, 1026 cm-1, 1074 cm-1 and 1573 cm-1) of BT chemisorbed on Au 

consisting of 2500 full spectra over an area of 104 µm2. The 999 cm-1 mode is due 
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to the C-H waging mode. The 1025 cm-1 is from the C-C symmetric stretch. 1074 

cm-1 mode indicates the C-C asymmetric stretch and is strongly affected by the C-S 

bond. The last strong peak is the 1573 cm-1 mode, which represents the C-C 

symmetric stretch19.  From these Raman image maps, we can see the high spatial 

uniformity of the NPy substrate covered with a monolayer of BT. The 

measurements were performed on measurement system 2 with a 20×/0.4 NA 

objective lens, 632.8 nm excitation laser (5 mW power measured at the entrance of 

the objective) and 100 ms integration time. Figure 6.10e shows a representative 

SERS spectrum of a monolayer of BT on the Au NPy surface (upper spectra) and 

from a thin layer of neat BT solution (lower spectra). The SERS average EF is 

estimated, as described previously, with EF=ISERSNNEAT/INEATNSERS, where INEAT 

and ISERS represent the intensity of the conventional Raman signal from the neat 

bulk solution and the SERS signal from the NPy surface, respectively, and NNEAT 

and NSERS represent the molecular density (molecules m-2) of BT molecules 

contributing to INEAT and ISERS, respectively. The BT density is 1.077 g ml-1, and the 

density of the monolayer on the Au surface is 0.544 nM cm-2.25 

The 2500 measured spectra were then further processed to assess the spatial 

distribution of the average EF on the surface. The 1073 cm-1 and 1575 cm-1 modes 

have been studied as they provided the most stable signal across the SERS 

substrate. The 2500 spectra were filtered by choosing only the spectra that 

contained a detectable peak at the two vibration frequencies. The criteria for a 

spectra is based on determining a threshold intensity at the two vibration locations 

and evaluating if there is sufficient activity that is considered a vibration peak 

ISERS>It, where It=µ+4σ, µ is the baseline background noise signal and σ is the 

standard deviation of the Gaussian distributed background noise signal over a 

frequency range near the vibration mode of interest. When ISERS>It, then the spectra 

is processed and the EF is estimated. Figure 6.11 shows histograms of the 
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estimated EF for the two vibration modes. Both distributions can be modeled with 

a lognormal6 distribution. For the =1073 cm-1 mode, 80% of the spectra were 

retained with EF=(0.64±0.32)×106 and maximum EF=0.6×107, and the =1573 

cm-1 mode, 60% of the spectra were retained with EF=(0.58±0.33)×106 and 

maximum EF=0.4×107. For these measurements we did not detect any damage to 

the BT monolayer, in the form of a broad peak near the 1500 cm-1 region of the 

spectrum, during imaging and subsequent data processing. 

 

 
Figure 6.11 Spatial distribution of the average EF of λg=200 nm NPy surfaces 
using 20x/0.4 objective imaged over a 104 µm2 area. 
 
Similar measurements were done with a higher magnification and NA objective 

(100×/0.9 NA), which reduces the excitation laser spot and subsequently the 

number of molecules measured for each of the 2500 measurements. Figure 6.12a 

shows representative Raman spectra from the BT monolayer attached to the Au 

NPy surface (upper spectra) and a thin neat solution of BT (lower spectra). Figure 

6.12b shows the EF distribution of 2500 measured spectra imaged over an area of 

                                                 
6 In a lognormal distribution, the mean μ and standard deviation σ are calculated from the estimated 
expectation  and variance , and subsequently 

 and , respectively. 
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1600 µm2. The EF distribution also follows a lognormal distribution with EF 

=(0.13±0.12)×107 with a maximum EF=0.5×108. 

Similar Raman measurements of BT monolayers on Au NPy surfaces with 

larger pitch λg=500 nm and 100×/0.9 NA objective lens. Based on reflectance 

measurements shown in Chapter 5, where the local surface plasmon resonance was 

significantly red-shifted in the water dielectric medium, which better matches with 

the 632.8 nm He-Ne laser source and higher average enhancements are expected. 

Following the formation of the BT monolayers on the Au NPy substrate, a 10-5 L 

volume of DI water was placed on the substrate and sandwiched with a glass slide 

and imaged with an oil immersion objective, similarly as was done in the R6G 

solution measurements. 

 

 
Figure 6.12 Spatial distribution of the average EF of λg=200 nm NPy surfaces 
using 100x/0.9 objective imaged over a 1600 µm2 area. 
 
Figure 6.13 shows the EF distributions of 2500 measured spectra (for each 

measurement) imaged over an area of 104 µm2 using λg=500 nm pitch Au NPy 

surfaces in air (Figure 6.13a) and in water (Figure 6.13b). Both EF distributions 

follow a lognormal distribution with 83% area coverage and EF =(0.46±0.01)×106 

with a maximum EF=0.13×107 for the air measurement. The water measurements 
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show 99.9% area coverage and EF=(0.32±0.01)×107 with a maximum EF>108. 

These results show that the average EF distribution increased 2-3 times, which is 

due to the local surface plasmon resonance that is better matched to the laser 

excitation source. The 500 nm pitch Au NPy structures yielded measurable spectra 

from 99.9% of the 2500 measurements with a standard deviation that is 10× less 

than the 200 nm pitch structures. 

 

 
Figure 6.13 Spatial distribution of the average EF of λg=500 nm NPy surfaces 
imaged over a 104 µm2 area. (a) air measurement using 100×/0.9 NA objective (b) 
water measurement using 100x/1.25 NA oil immersion objective. 
 
The Au NPy (λg=500 nm) surfaces are now compared to commercially available 

inverted pyramidal pit array SERS substrates (Klarite 302, Renishaw Diagnostics, 

Ltd.). A BT monolayer was chemisorbed on each substrate surface using the 

previously described preparation method. Figure 6.14 shows the measurement 

results of the Klarite 302 substrates with chemisorbed BT. The Klarite 302 

substrate (Figure 6.14a) with chemisorbed BT was measured in air using a He-Ne 

laser (λo=632.8 nm) with 2 mW power measured at the entrance of the microscope 

objective. A 100x/0.9 NA objective was used to record 104 spectra over an area of 

1600 µm2 (Figure 6.14b). An example BT spectrum from the Klarite substrates is 
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shown in Figure 6.14c. The image shown in Figure 6.14b represents the measured 

CCD counts over the spectral range from 1060 cm-1 to 1090 cm-1. Finally, Figure 

6.14d shows a histogram of the integrated CCD count distribution. 

 
Figure 6.14 Klarite 302 SERS substrate measurements. (a) Scanning electron 
microscopy image (b) Spatial image (40×40 µm2) from Raman measurement of 
integrated CCD counts of 1073 cm-1 vibrational mode of BT from 104 spectra (c) 
Example spectrum of the chemisorbed BT (d) Histogram of integrated CCD counts. 
 

Figure 6.15 shows the measurement results of the Au NPy substrates with 

chemisorbed BT. The Au NPy substrates (Figure 6.15a) with chemisorbed BT was 

measured in Di water using a He-Ne laser (λo=632.8 nm) with 2 mW power 

measured at the entrance of the microscope objective. A 100x/1.25 NA objective 

was used to record 104 spectra over an area of 1600 µm2 (Figure 6.15b). An 

example BT spectrum from the Au NPy substrates is shown in Figure 6.15c. The 

image shown in Figure 6.15b represents the measured CCD counts over the 
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spectral range from 1060 cm-1 to 1090 cm-1. Figure 6.15d shows a histogram of the 

integrated CCD count distribution. 

 
Figure 6.15 Au NPy (λg=500 nm) substrate measurements. (a) Scanning electron 
microscopy image (b) Spatial image (40×40 µm2) from Raman measurement of 
integrated CCD counts of 1073 cm-1 vibrational mode of BT from 104 spectra (c) 
Example spectrum of the chemisorbed BT (d) Histogram of integrated CCD counts. 
 
From the measurements shown in Figure 6.14 and Figure 6.15, the Klarite 302 

substrate has a mean of µ=414 CCD counts and standard deviation σ=184 CCD 

counts. The Au NPy substrates has a mean µ=543 CCD counts and standard 

deviation σ=32 CCD counts. The Au NPy substrates have a higher average CCD 

count with lower variance and a much greater maximum CCD count for the 

measurement conditions. The most striking difference between the two substrates 

is the Raman surface coverage, which is defined as the percentage of the surface 
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that produces a SERS effect. The Au NPy substrate produced a 99.95% surface 

coverage compared to 53.58% surface coverage of the Klarite 302 substrate. 

 

6.4 Polarization effect 
As was previously discussed, the generation of the localized surface plasmon 

located between adjacent nanostructures is sensitive to the polarization of the 

excitation signal change, which can directly affect the electromagnetic field in the 

hot-spot regions, and can affect the SERS enhancement. This phenomenon is well 

known for asymmetrical structures, such as metal rods and dimer nanoparticle pairs, 

as was described in Chapter 3. We have measured the polarization dependency of 

the Au NPy surfaces by monitoring the peak intensity of the four dominant Raman 

peaks of BT chemisorbed on the Au NPy surfaces as the excitation polarization 

alignment with the Au NPy surface is changed from 0 degrees (horizontal 

alignment) to 180 degrees (vertical alignment), in increments of the 15 degrees, by 

manual rotation of polarization using a λ/2 rotator plate. As illustrated in Figure 

6.16, as the laser polarization is rotated 0≤θ≤180 degrees the measured intensities 

vary from maximum at 0 degrees to maximum at 90 degrees and then back to 

maximum at 180 degrees. The measured intensities are minimum at θ=45 degrees 

and θ=135 degrees. We attribute this polarization dependence to the generation of 

the surface plasmon polariton by scattering from the Au NPy surfaces (Figure 6.2c). 

For θ=0 degrees and 180 degrees then the vertical cavity is responsible for the local 

surface plasmon resonance (generated by kx) and for θ=90 degrees the horizontal 

cavity is responsible (generated by ky). For θ=45 degrees and 135 degrees then the 

scattering is shared between the cavities and the overall enhancement is lower. 

More research is required to determine the exact cause of this dependency. The 

dashed-line plots shown in the upper graph of Figure 6.16 show that the intensity 
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measurement of the system 2 varies a very small amount as the λ/2 rotator plate is 

rotated 0≤θ≤180 degrees in increments of 15 degrees and the measured 

polarization dependence is due to the Au NPy surface geometry. 

 

 
Figure 6.16 Raman intensity dependence on the excitation polarization alignment 
to the Au NPy (λg=200 nm) substrate. All spectra measured with 632.8 nm He-Ne 
laser (2 mW measured at the objective entrance), and 100 ms integration time. The 
dashed lines in the upper graph plot the polarization variation from the instrument.  
 

 

Figure 6.17 shows similar measurements using a 500 nm pitch Au NPy substrate 

where the intensity of the four dominant vibrational modes are monitored as the 

laser excitation polarization alignment with the substrate is rotated 0≤θ≤180 

degrees in increments of 15 degrees. Interestingly, the 500 nm pitch Au NPy 

surface does not show a strong polarization dependence. All of the monitored 

intensities remain approximately constant (within the variation of the instrument) 

as the polarization is rotated. It is clear that the only difference between the two 
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samples is the pitch of the NPy structures. It has been recently reported that the 

enhancement mechanism of inverted pyramid structures, with dimensions in the 

µm-scale, is due to diffraction and not only from a local surface plasmon resonance 

effect.26 This could be an explanation for the results presented here. Further 

investigation is required to resolve these interesting phenomena. 

 

 
Figure 6.17 Raman intensity dependence on the excitation polarization alignment 
to the Au NPy (λg=500 nm) substrate. All spectra measured with 632.8 nm He-Ne 
laser (2 mW measured at the objective entrance), and 100 ms integration time. The 
dashed lines in the upper graph plot the polarization variation from the instrument. 
 

6.5 Conclusion 
In summary, varying pitch NPy and NG surfaces were characterized in different 

environments and using different probe molecules, such as R6G in DI water 

solution, BT in both air and DI water environments. The average EF was ~106 

averaged over 2500 spectra (using BT) and the maximum EF~108. Polarization 

effects have been studied by monitoring the peak intensity of the four dominant 
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vibration peaks of BT and it has been shown that small pitch (λg=200 nm) NPy 

surface are polarization dependent with intensity reductions about 80% for 

alignment angles θ=45 degrees and θ=135 degrees, which suggest that both the 

horizontal and vertical grooves are excited. The larger pitch (λg=500 nm) Au NPy 

surfaces do not show polarization dependence. The results presented here are 

encouraging for the future application of the new Au NPy surfaces for analytical 

applications of surface adsorbed molecular identification. 
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Chapter 7 
 
 
 
 
 

Towards non-resonant single molecule 
SERS 

 
 
 
 
 
An introduction to single molecule (SM) Raman spectroscopy using surface 

enhanced Raman scattering/spectroscopy (SERS) is described and the importance 

of extending the single molecule measurements to non-resonant molecules is 

discussed. The bi-analyte analysis method is described phenomenologically as a 

tool to validate single molecule measurements as an alternative to ultra-low 

concentration measurements only. Although these measurements are ongoing, the 

most current results using 22,500 measured spectra from mixtures of pyridine (Py) 

and pyrazine (Pz) as a bi-analyte pair on Au nanopyramid (NPy) surface with 

λg=200 nm pitch and λo=632.8 nm excitation laser are presented. 
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7.1 Single molecule SERS 

The measurement of a single molecule is a common dream among chemists and 

widely pursued in the analytical chemistry field. With the development of highly 

sensitive electron multiplying charge coupled device imagers, avalanche 

photodiodes, and photomultiplier tubes, the measurement of single fluorophores 

has become more common place over the past 20 years1-3. However, single 

molecule fluorescent spectroscopy requires the chemical attachment (labeling) of 

the fluorophore to the analyte of interest. Label-free single molecule detection is 

now being widely pursued using a variety of approaches and techniques3-5. Raman 

spectroscopy is a label-free detection method that provides information about the 

chemical bonds of a molecule and can be used for molecular identification. 

However, conventional Raman spectroscopy suffers from very weak scattered 

intensities, typically ~10-6 photons s-1 molecule-1, and in many cases cannot be used 

due the extremely small signals, which rendered Raman spectroscopy impractical 

for many applications and impossible to measure inelastic scattering from a single 

molecule since its discovery 100 years ago.  

However, following the discovery of SERS, single molecule (SM) SERS was 

demonstrated about fifteen years ago by two separate groups Nie, et al.6 and 

Kneipp, et al.7. Nie demonstrated the SM measurement rhodamine 6G (R6G; 

C28H31N2O3Cl) physically adsorbed on Ag nanoparticle colloid clusters with an 

excitation laser wavelength near the resonance absorption wavelength of R6G. 

Interestingly, thirteen years earlier Hildebrandt and Stockburger8 demonstrated the 

measurement of R6G Raman spectra from ultra-low concentration samples, which 

can also be considered a demonstration of SM SERS detection. Kneipp 

demonstrated the SM SERS measurement of a crystal-violet molecule (C25H30ClN3). 

These reports were a breakthrough in the SERS field and since that time many 

more SM SERS measurements have been reported9-14, which is not a  
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comprehensive citation list. Up to now, researchers have tried to explore the SM 

SERS effect by using all kinds of substrates manufactured with different methods. 

Currently, the majority of the SM SERS measurements have exploited the surface 

enhanced resonance Raman scattering (SERRS) where the resonance contribution 

to the enhancement factor is increased several orders of magnitude compared to 

non-resonant SERS enhancement factors15. In SM SERRS, Ag nanoparticle colloid 

solutions or plated aggregated Ag nanoparticles on the flat surface have been used 

for the SM SERS detection6, 7, 16. The SM SERRS has provided a significant 

amount of new information about the Raman scattering processes such as17 laser 

power effects18 and integration time effects.19 

After more than 10 years of SM SERS research, SM SERS has not been widely 

adopted by the research community due to limitations in the following areas: i. 

Lack of complete knowledge of the SM SERS processes (which includes resonant 

and non-resonant Raman enhancement factors), ii. Materials, iii. Analysis 

procedures, iv. Difficulty in proving a SM SERS measurement using conventional 

methods. Very recently, a few non-resonant SM SERS detections have been 

reported for non-resonant molecules, such as adenine16, 19-21. The non-resonant SM 

SERS field is more challenging and interesting because the Raman scattering 

cross-section at non-resonant wavelengths is significantly smaller than the 

resonant-based SM SERS measurements, which simply means that better SERS 

substrates are required to enhance Raman scattered signal. Most of the current SM 

SERS studies have to scan a huge number of spectra and followed by extensive 

post-processing analysis. This is not only due to the inhomogeneous distribution of 

single molecule on the particle surface, but also due to the large variation of the 

SERS hot-spot geometry and dimensions. In order to overcome these problems, 

researchers carefully isolate and localize a single molecule into the hot-spot and 

then find it back afterwards using a SERS measurement22-24. This approach is  
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useful for demonstrating the ability to measure SM SERS signals. However, it is 

not an ideal detection approach. This method is very similar to conventional SM 

fluorescence spectroscopy; however, SM fluorescence spectroscopy requires 

labeling of the fluorophore and does not have the capability to provide a unique 

vibrational ‘fingerprint’ of the molecule. 

A very important analytical method was introduced about five years ago called 

the bi-analyte SM SERS technique9. Using this approach, two analyte molecules, A 

and B, with very similar Raman vibrational spectra (not exact) are mixed in 

varying ratios and concentrations, and are incubated on the SERS surface. Raman 

spectra are recorded as the analyte concentrations are reduced until no signals can 

be detected. The Raman spectra are analyzed and spectra containing single events 

of A, single events of B and events containing spectra from both analytes A and B 

are counted. For high concentrations of A and B, then single events will occur 

much less often then the mixed A+B events. As the analyte concentrations are 

reduced the number of single events increases and the number of mixed events 

decreases. In general, this method can be performed with higher analyte 

concentrations compared to the conventional SM SERS measurements, which 

requires concentrations <10-10 M. This method shows statistically the occurrence of 

single molecule events and reduces the problems associated with ultra-low 

concentration solutions and estimating the number of adsorbed molecules. This 

method appears to improve the problem of inhomogeneous molecule distribution. 

The most popular SM SERS substrate is Ag or Au nanoparticle aggregations. The 

inhomogeneous distribution of hot-spots can be solved by using high-density 

periodic arrays of nanostructures that can be aligned with the excitation laser 

polarization, or better yet does not have a polarization dependence. Because only 

this type of substrate can provide a uniformly patterned surface, which make data 

processing and analysis easier after collecting a Raman image of the surface, since  
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the surface has uniform hot-spots that are the same, which can minimize 

fluctuation of the Raman signals based on the hot-spot inhomogeneity. In 

conclusion, the SM SERS is a very challenging field with many problems. Among 

these problems, the most important are the detection method and a good SERS 

substrate. The bi-analyte method is convenient for the measurement and simple for 

data process. This method is drawing more and more attention to SM SERS.  

 

7.2 Bi-analyte analysis 

7.2.1 Introduction to bi-analyte analysis 
The bi-analyte SM SERS method, first introduced by Le Ru et al.19, is a contrast 

analysis method that provides a statistical evaluation of vibrational events of one 

molecule against the background of another. The big advantage of this method is 

the SM events can be detected at ‘higher’ concentrations, compared to 

conventional SM SERS methods that typically reduce concentration ~10-10 M 6 to 

ensure a small number of molecules in the measurement volume. The working 

strategy of the bi-analyte method is that a mixture of two analytes, A and B, are 

randomly placed on the SERS substrate in the vicinity of the Raman enhancement 

hot-spots. With varying the analyte concentrations, the probability of detecting a 

single analyte will increase as the analyte concentration is reduced while the 

probability of detecting both analyte molecules decreases. In the data processing 

step, specific vibration peaks are monitored, which can effectively differentiate 

between analyte A and analyte B. The collection of a large data set enables a more 

rigorous validation of SM SERS events. Some experiments have been reported 

using R6G and Nile blue (NB) under resonance excitation measurement 

conditions18, 19. Since the Raman cross section of these two analytes is quite 

different results were not conclusive. Most recently, the d4 labeled isotope of  
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crystal violet was studied using the bi-analyte analysis method27. Both of these 

measurements were performed under resonance conditions. As previously 

described, SM SERS measurements of non-resonant molecules is very challenging 

and an important step forward if this technique is to gain wider acceptance as a 

single molecule detection technique since the laser excitation source does not have 

to match the molecule of interest but is rather tuned the resonance behavior of the 

SERS substrate. Some SM SERS of non-resonant molecules have been reported 

using the bi-analyte analysis technique. Blackie et. al 13 reported SM SERS using 

the non-resonant bi-analyte pair: 1,2-di-(4-pyridyl)-ethylene and benzotriazole 

derivative, which have a similar Raman scattering cross-section. The N15 labeled 

adenine isotope combined with normal adenine as a bi-analyte pair was also tested 

with poor results, since the Raman scattering cross-section is small very low and 

below the enhancement factor provided by the SERS substrate13. 

 

7.2.2 Bi-analyte pair selection 
Before we applied the bi-analyte SERS measurement, there are some key factors 

that must be considered28. The first one is the type of bi-analyte pair to be 

measured. The ideal requirements for the two analytes are that they have similar 

Raman scattering cross-sections while having at least one distinct vibration peak 

that can be used for discriminative counting. In earlier measurements, such as R6G 

and NB, the Raman scattering cross-sections of the analytes was very different19, 29. 

Isotopically edited bi-analyte pairs is a very promising approach and is being used 

by several research groups since molecular structure between the two analytes is 

unchanged with the exception of one, or more, of the end groups. However, in most 

cases, the isotopic molecule did not show an obviously unique Raman spectra 

compared with the unedited molecule since only H atoms have been replaced with 

deuterium atoms. These measurements require a high resolution grating that can  
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resolve the small vibration mode differences between these two almost identical 

molecules.  

 

7.2.3 Bi-analyte experimental methods 
We first explore the use of pyridine (Py) and pyrazine (Pz) as a bi-analyte pair. 

Benzene derivatives, Py and Pz, are chosen because they are very similar from the 

Raman spectroscopy point of view because they have similar molecular structures, 

approximately similar scattering cross-sections19, and based on our investigations 

can be easily differentiated spectroscopically in the Raman shift range 800 cm-1≤ 

∆ν ≤1400 cm-1. The measurements were performed in an aqueous environment. 

The Au NPy substrate was first fixed on a glass cover slide and then 10-5 L of bi-

analyte solution was deposited on the Au NPy surface. Another thin glass cover 

slide was gently placed above the aliquoted sample and mounted in the 

measurement system. Raman spectra of Py and Pz were recorded with a confocal 

Raman microscope (alpha300R, Witech GmbH). A Helium-Neon laser (Research 

Electro-optics, Model 32413, λo=632.8 nm) with 2mW power (calibrated at the 

entrance of the focusing objective) was focused onto the Au NPy surface with a 

Nikon CFI Achromat oil immersion 100×/1.25 NA objective (CGC; WD: 0.23 

mm). An integration time of 100 ms was used for all measurements. In total, 

22,500 Raman spectra were recorded over a scan area of 2025 µm2. Since Pz and 

Pd molecules have similar structure, their Raman shifts are similar, and therefore, a 

high resolution grating spectrometer (f/4 300 mm FL; grating: 1800 lines mm-1, 

NIR UHTS300, WiTech, GmbH) is required to resolve spectral peaks with similar 

resonance frequencies. 
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7.3 Results: Pyridine and pyrazine 
The Py (partner A) and Pz (partner B) molecules have similar molecular structure 

with a difference in only one atom different where the C atom at the para-position 

of N in pyridine is replaced by an additional N atom in Pz molecule (Figure 7.1, 

inset).  Figure 7.1 shows the UV-Vis absorption spectrum of Py and Pz, which 

shows that the resonant optical absorption is well below 400 nm in both cases.  

 

 
Figure 7.1 Absorption (UV-Vis) spectra of (a) Py and (b) Pz used for the non-
resonant SM SERS measurements. 

 

The addition of the N atom in the Py molecule results in a Raman spectrum that 

allows the Py molecule to be distinguished from the Pz molecule. Figure 7.2 shows 

representative measured Raman spectra from Py (Figure 7.2a) and Pz (Figure 7.2b) 

physically adsorbed on a Au NPy surface. The ring-stretching mode (1216 cm-1) of 

the C and N atoms at the para-positions of the Pz molecule is used to discriminate 

the Py and Pz from the bi-analyte analysis procedure. If Py is randomly absorbed 

on the Au surface, 1216 cm-1 mode is weak and rarely encountered even in high 

concentration30. However, if an electrical potential was applied to the Au surface, 

which has been reported to align the Py molecular orientation on the Au surface  
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with N atom bonding with Au atom the 1216 cm-1 mode can be strongly 

enhanced25,26,31,32. By using the Raman shift at 1216 cm-1, we can determine how 

many measurement events belong to A, B or A+B. Three Raman peaks are evident 

from Py (1010 cm-1, 1036 cm-1, 1545 cm-1) and shown in Figure 7.2a. The 1000 

cm-1 mode represents a ring-breathing mode (ν1), 1036 cm-1 is the ring stretching 

vibration mode (ν12), and 1545 cm-1 is a ring vibration mode.  We have observed 

the 1216 cm-1 mode of Py from less than 1% of the measurements for the high 

concentration (10 mM) evaluation measurement, and we expect the occurrence of 

the 1216 cm-1 mode of Py to further decrease. Three Raman spectra of Pz are 

shown in Figure 7.2b where 1010 cm-1 is a ring breathing mode and 1600 cm-1 is a 

ring-stretching mode. The very strong band at 1216 cm-1 is from ring stretching 

between the two N atoms. This mode is a very stable mode and does not appear to 

be affected by the adsorption orientation. For this reason, we chose this mode for 

single molecule event counting. The measurement was performed at different 

concentrations of a Py and Pz mixture solution. 

 

 
Figure 7.2 Raman spectra of Py and Pz (each 10 mM) physically adsorbed on the 
Au NPy surfaces.  
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The Py and Pz molecules were mixed in a 50:50 ratio and three different 

concentration solutions were measured: 10-7 M, 10-9 M and 0.5×10-9 M. For each 

sample concentration, an area of 2025 µm2 was scanned and Raman spectra 

collected for each measurement resulting in a total of 22,500 measured spectra. An 

algorithm was developed to filter the measured data and retain only the spectra that 

contained suitable vibrational spectra. In the first phase, the 1010 cm-1 ring-

breathing mode was used to collect all usable spectra since this mode is strong and 

stable in both molecules. For each spectrum, the signal 800 cm-1≤∆ν≤ 950 cm-1 was 

extracted. It was found that the background signal followed a Gaussian distribution 

and a mean μ and standard deviation σ variance were calculated over the specified 

range.  

The measured intensity  over the frequency region from 1005 cm-1 to 1015 

cm-1 was compared to a threshold value of . If , then the 

spectrum is retained for further analysis. The retained spectra were then analyzed 

using a similar technique to determine if a measurable peak in the frequency range 

1210 cm-1≤ ∆ν ≤ 1220 cm-1 was present. If the spectrum contains a peak in this 

specified range then the 1036 cm-1 mode region is searched using a similar 

procedure. If the 1216 cm-1 and 1036 cm-1 modes occur then the spectrum is 

counted as mixed event (A+B). If the 1216 cm-1 is present and not the 1036 cm-1 

mode then the spectrum is counted as a Pz only (B) measurement. If the 1216 cm-1 

is not present and the 1036 cm-1 mode is present then the spectrum is counted as a 

Py only (A) measurement. Figure 7.3 shows representative measurements for each 

analysis condition. Representative measured spectra of single Py and Pz events 

from a mixture solution (10-9 M) are shown in Figures 7.3a and 7.3b. The spectrum 

from a mixed event measurement is shown in Figure 7.3c. By using this method, 

we performed a statistical analysis to count the number of molecules for each 
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analyte concentration. We applied different concentrations (0.5×10-9 M, 10-9 M, 

and 10-7 M) of Py and Pz mixtures. With higher analyte concentrations, the number 

of single analyte events decreased dramatically. The histogram from the counting 

 
Figure 7.3 Raman spectra from Py and Pz mixture solution. The concentration of 
Py and Pz are both 10-9 M. 
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analysis is shown in Figure 7.4, which indicates that we are approaching a non-

resonant SM SERS measurement. Figure 7.4a shows the results from 

[CA+B]=0.5×10-9 M concentration solution. With such low concentrations, we 

clearly see that the single analyte events (A and B) occur more often than the 

mixed event (A+B). With increased analyte concentrations [CA+B]=10-9 M and 

[CA+B]=10-7 M show that the single analyte events decrease dramatically compared 

with lower concentration. The number of analyte A (Py) events is higher than 

analyte B (Pz), which can be explained by the scattering properties of the 

molecules. Although the molecules have the similar structure, the Raman scattering 

cross-section of Py is higher than Pz33, 34.   

 
Figure 7.4 Histograms from counting analysis of Py-Pz mixture solutions at 
concentrations ranges 0.5×10-9 M≤[CA+B]≤10-7 M. 
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In order to have identical molecules for single molecules detection, the adenine and 

isotope adenine will be good candidates for bi-analyte SM SERS13. We are 

currently working to improve these results and measuring adenine and N15 adenine.  

 

7.4 Conclusion 
In this chapter, the Au NPy surfaces have been applied to a SM SERS experiment 

using Py (analyte A) and Pz (analyte B) as a bi-analyte pair. The total 

concentration of analyte mixtures (50:50) were varied from 10-7 M to 0.5×10-9 M. 

A total of 22,500 Raman spectra were recorded for each analyte mixture over an 

area of 45×45 µm2 for each analyte concentration. An algorithm was developed to 

differentiate the spectra containing only analyte A, only analyte B and both 

analytes A+B and to count each spectrum that passed a minimum intensity 

threshold. We have shown that for analyte concentrations of 10-7 M the majority of 

the measurements were from both analytes A+B, and for the lowest concentration 

0.5×10-9 M, the majority of the measurements events occurred from single analytes 

A and B. These preliminary results show the general trends associated with the bi-

analyte analyte as SM SERS behavior. The difference of Raman cross-section of 

Py and Pz caused some problems with the final results. The only way to over come 

this drawback is using a molecule and its isotope to form a better bi-analytes 

system. The adenine and N15 isotope adenine are currently being studied.  
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Chapter 8 
 
 
 

 
 

Conclusions and recommendations 
 
 
 
 
 

8.1 Conclusions 
In this thesis we introduced surface enhanced Raman scattering/spectroscopy 

(SERS) and its dependence and relation to plasmonics and introduced the basic 

requirements for making a good SERS substrate. We presented a new SERS 

substrate based on high density and periodic arrays of nanopyramids (NPy) and 

nanogrooves (NG). Electron-beam lithography was first used to demonstrate the 

feasibility over small surface areas (10×10 µm2) using the anisotropic etching 

property of single crystalline silicon to form highly uniform 2 nm nanogaps using 

lithographic patterns with dimensions of 100 nm. The concept was then scaled up 

to larger surface areas using laser interference lithography (large scale pattern) 

where an entire 100 mm diameter silicon wafer can be patterned in a single 

lithography step (maskless) and two etching steps. After the anisotropic etching 

highly uniform and large are NPy and NG surface were presented. We have 

realized NPy surfaces with pitch dimensions in range: 150 nm≤λg≤500 nm. The 

silicon NPy and NG surfaces are coated with a thin Au layer (~70 nm) for local 

surface plasmon resonance generation and to form the SERS substrate. At the  
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intersection between two adjacent Au NPy or Au NG structure is a nanogap that 

forms a standing wave gap-plasmon resonance at the Au/dielectric interface with 

the proper laser excitation wavelength.  

Reflection spectroscopy is used to investigate the optical properties of the 

subwavelength Au NPy and NG surfaces as a function of the p-polarized white 

light excitation source. The Au NPy and NG surface with different pitches 150 

nm≤λg≤500 nm have been studied. The local surface plasmon resonance 

wavelength is red-shifted and the refractive index in increased in the range: 

1.3≤nd≤1.7  Since the local plasmon resonance of the Au NPy surfaces in air was 

near 500 nm, which is very near to the first Au inter-band transition, increasing the 

refractive index resulted in a clear local surface plasmon resonance the strongly 

red-shifted in wavelength with increasing nd, as has been demonstrated with Au 

nanoparticle assemblies. Using these optical characterizations, we tune the laser 

wavelength to match the Au NPy and NG surfaces. By using well know SERS 

characterization molecules (benzene-thiol and rhodamine 6G), we characterized the 

SERS properties of the Au NPy and Au NG surfaces. A similar SERS average 

enhancement factor was obtained (~106) with 100% surface overage. The 

maximum enhancement factor is 0.5x108. The SERS measurement is highly 

dependent on the incident light polarization. The NPy’s substrate was also applied 

the SERS measurement with tuned light polarization. The measurement results 

showed that the Au NPy surface is weakly polarization dependent. Finally, we 

presented preliminary results from a bi-analyte single molecule SERS study using 

pyridine and pyrazine as a bi-analyte pair. We can clearly see the potential for 

single molecule SERS detection that is a dream for any curious chemist. And even 

better, it is label free single molecule detection. Combined with the SERS 

enhancement factor measurement, we conclude that the Au NPy SERS substrates  
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represent a highly uniform and stable platform, which can greatly enhance the 

Raman signal and easy to use.  

8.2 Recommendations  
The most important issue of SERS is to evaluate whether the SERS substrate is 

good or not. By now, there is no standard method to do this work since all the 

characterizations used different analytes, different working conditions (laser, 

integration time, objective lens, etc.), and different measurement environments (dry 

or aqueous). A standard method for characterization of SERS will greatly help 

researchers in this field to better characterize their SERS substrates. I believe that 

this is one of the most important issues for SERS. As it is well known that Raman 

spectroscopy is a very useful tool for molecular identification, especially since it 

can be applied to an aqueous environment, which makes it highly attractive for 

biological applications. However, it suffers that the Raman signal of the target is 

too weak to see the Raman signal.  The viability of biological cells will be 

challenging with high laser powers, which can partially solve the problem of the 

weak Raman signal. The safe and efficient way to solve the problem is with the use 

of SERS. By applying exploiting metal nanostructures, the Raman signal can be 

easily enhanced >106.  

There are a few fields that can directly benefit from SERS. The first is organic 

chemistry. In fact, Raman spectroscopy is already an important tool for the organic 

chemist.  The second area is micro total analysis systems (µ-TAS) and sometimes 

referred to as lab-on-a-chip systems. The minimized detection technique is required. 

With general Raman spectroscopy, the analyte concentration will not be sufficient 

to give proper Raman signal. But with SERS, this is not a problem. By using 

simple fabrication techniques, SERS substrates can easily be integrated in a design  
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and positioned as a detector. The third area, biological application is getting more 

popular nowadays.  

 
Figure 8.1 SERS microarray platform for drug screening and identification. 

 

SERS could really help this area with its label free and molecular identification 

properties. However, proper data analysis and processing will most likely be even 

more import than acquiring signal itself since there are too many data to analysis 

after enhancing the Raman signal in a cell. This problem is also the real 

challenging part for SERS.  The Raman database and computational calculation 

method might be great helpful. These will be very useful in the drugscreening 

direction. In Figure 8.1, we show the concept of SERS microarray platform for this 

type of application.  
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